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FROM THE EDITOR
This Far By Grace

A

song writer once wrote a song with the title “This far by Grace”. That is how we all feel about
GEMA, the national Umbrella Body of mission agencies and missionary churches in Ghana. 30
years is quite a long time and the Network has gone through many stages of growth and development
and has come this far by the Grace of God!
The Editorial Board of the Voice of Missions seeks to congratulate the Executives and members of
GEMA and all its partners as well.
In this issue, the focus in on GEMA’s 30 years of existence and all its past and present projects and
programs. As the old African proverb goes, “if you want to go fast, go alone, but if you want to go far,
go together”. Several like-minded organisations coming together to form a network to reach Ghana
and the nations has borne great fruit which is visible for all to see. Glory to God! The work is however
not yet done and there is so much land to still cover.
There is also a focus on VISION 2040 which is the long term vision of GEMA. That is the focus for
the next 20 years. The Church in Ghana has been blessed immensely by the Lord and it surely has the
capacity to reach the nations and contribute significantly to world evangelization. It is expected that
GEMA will continue to play a servant-role of providing a platform for the churches to reach the nations.
The prospects and challenges of missions in West Africa have also been highlighted. The Director of
Research of GEMA has written a very well-researched article that is worth reading and exploring just
as all the other articles.
An article also on the first indigenous mission agency in Ghana brings to light the genesis of the
indigenous missionary movement as the Lord of the Harvest began to work on the hearts of a number
of people around the same time, Notable among them was the Statesman, William Ofori-Atta (a.k.a
Paa Willie) of blessed memory. His story is so inspirational. We will have to devote special attention to
it in a future edition of the VOM. Also, in this edition is a tribute to a gallant soldier of the cross who
has gone home to his reward just in October 2020. He was taught cross-cultural missions by the Lord
Himself and his life is a true example of a life totally devoted to the cause of Christ.
I trust that this edition will serve as a great source of inspiration and a valuable resource as well as
we spur each other on towards fulfilling the Great Commission
God bless you all.
Once again, a big AYEKOO to GEMA!!!
To another 30 years… and more
Yours for the cause of the unreached

Ray Mensah

EDITOR
(C) NOV. 2020
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MISSIONS IN
WEST AFRICA:
CHALLENGES
AND PROSPECTS
By George Gumah
INTRODUCTION:

•Mission fuels the growth and expansion of the
church globally. This has shown that God is still
working (John 5:17) and He is recruiting more
laborers into His vineyard in ways that are beyond
imagination (Matthew 9:35-38). Globally, there are
a total of 17,094 people groups with about 7,165
considered as unreached. This indicates that there is
41.9 percent of unreached globally (Joshua Project, 2020). The unreached largely belong to major
religious blocks such as Islam, Buddhism, Hinduism,
Ethnic religions/tribal expressed in multiple ways
depending on the context they are practiced.

competitions, and conflicts among the many
denominations that were present in the sub-region
(Pawlikova-Vilhanova (2017). Christian doctrines
were much enforced and converts were expected to
strictly adhere to biblical teachings. The incorporation of education, social interventions, community
development, and bible translation enhanced the
activities of the missionaries and gave them access
to areas that were hitherto resistant to the gospel.
Pawlikova-Vilhanova (2017; 252) explains that “the
expansion of the missionary movement into Africa
was part of the growing conception of Christian responsibility for the regeneration of African peoples”.

•The West African sub-region is right in the middle
of the world and it is strategically positioned for
the evangelization of the world. The sub-region has
the footprints of slavery and colonialism, which has
influenced many facets of life both positively and
negatively. Concurrently, the gospel was brought by
missionaries who sacrificed their lives to propagate
the good news, which has led to the establishment of
the church in West Africa. Most West African
countries were exposed to missionary activities in
the 1800s and notable among them were the
Catholic missionary activities in Senegal and
the Protestant missionaries in Sierra Leone.
Unfortunately, there were disagreements, unhealthy

•Many years after the inception of missionary work
in West Africa, the church has grown to global
recognition. The question that lingers is “what is the
state of mission activities in West Africa”? What is
the extent of the work done or yet to be done? We
are in a globalized and dynamic world and it will be
prudent to ascertain the state of Mission in West Africa and to understand the opportunities and challenges that may foster or derail the efforts workers
serving in this sub-region are putting in to share the
gospel. Exploring mission in West Africa will help
churches and mission agencies to have an idea of
the extent of the work and understand the political,
socio-economic, and religious terrain that will (1)
www.gemagh.org
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enhance the personnel development and deployment
as well 2) strategic ministry and partnership and 3)
resource mobilization. This article, therefore, highlights some key characteristics of West Africa, outlines
some challenges and prospects from both secular and
church/mission perspectives, and proposes some ways
forward for mission to thrive in West Africa.

MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS:

Fifteen West African countries are highlighted in this
article to help understand the state of the gospel in the
sub-region. The countries are Benin, Burkina Faso,
Cape Verde, Cote D’Ivoire, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea,
Guinea Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal,
Sierra Leone, Togo. The landscape of West Africa is
covered with two major national languages. There are
five Anglophone countries (Gambia, Ghana, Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Nigeria) and ten Francophone
countries. This is directly linked with the Colonial
rulers who left their language footprints on the soil of
West Africa.

POPULATION DYNAMICS

•The population of West Africa is over 396 million
with Nigeria having about 52% of the total population

representing more than half of the population of the
sub-continent. This makes Nigeria a very important
country in the advancement of missions if Christians
can be mobilized and sent to join the existing workforce. The population of West Africa keeps increasing
annually at a fast rate and this rapid growth has ramifications for evangelism and mission activities. We hope
that this growth will bring progress and advancement
of mission within and out of the sub-region (Figure 2).
•Reports from Worldometer (2020), the population of
West Africa is about 5% of the total world population
and ranks as number 2 in the whole of Africa with
about 48% of the population in urban centers.
•According to Figure 1, Nigeria has the highest number of unreached population with about 64 million
people representing 31% of the country’s total population, followed by Niger (23 million) and Mali (18
million) sequentially. In terms of the total population
and unreached population ratio, Mali and Niger top
the chart because of the high Islamic presence in these
countries. Countries like Guinea and Senegal also have
a significantly low ratio. Cape Verde has the lowest
unreached population with no known unreached
population.

Figure 1: Comparing Total pop. of countries with Unreached population
Data Source: Joshua Project, 2020
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Figure 2: Population ranges for countries in West Africa
RELIGIOUS DYNAMICS

Religion is central to the life of the people in West
Africa and understanding the composition of the main
religious bodies that are predominant in the sub-region is essential in driving mission activities. Figure
3, gives a pictorial view of the three major religious
blocks in West Africa and Figure 4 shows the ratio of
Christianity and evangelicals in each country.
•Generally, Islam is dominant in nine countries; Niger
(93.4%), Senegal (90.2%), Gambia (89%), Guinea
(88.2%), Mali (87.4%), Sierra Leone (60.9%), Guinea-Bissau (51.6%), and Burkina Faso (54.8%) and
Cote D’Ivoire (45.2%). They have a total population
of about 91 million. Even though Islam is the highest
religion in each country mentioned, Nigeria has the
highest population of Muslims, with little over 82 million adherents. Nigeria, like most coastal countries in
West Africa, has Islam adherents mostly in the middle
to northern parts of the country. This has a chronological history as Islam came at the early ages through the
north.
•Fortunately, most of the Islam-dominated countries
in West Africa are still open to the gospel but there are
still some high-risk areas and closed communities.
•Four countries, namely, Cape Verde, Ghana, Togo,
and Nigeria have Christianity as the largest religion.

The total evangelical population in West Africa is over
55 million (40%) out of the total Christian population
of about 135 million. Most of the mission drive in
West Africa is expected to come from the evangelical
population which is less than 50% of the total Christian population. In Figure 4, Cote D’Ivoire has the
largest percentage of evangelicals in comparison to the
Christian population, followed by Nigeria and Burkina
Faso.
•Although the majority of Africans are now Muslim or
Christian, traditional religions have endured in many
countries and still dominant in two countries – Benin
and Liberia. In Benin, Voodoo is the national religion
and it is well-rooted in the country and other parts of
West Africa especially in Togo.
•The non-representation of the minority religions
such as Hindu, Buddhism, Bahai does not deny their
increasing influence in West Africa. Other pseudo-Christian groups such as the Jehovah’s Witness and
the Lather Day Saints are gaining significant grounds
with church structures all over the country. They have
multiple services where the local dialects are well
utilized and integrated into their activities through
music, arts, and teachings. They also care a lot for the
poor, marginalized, and disabled, giving them the
leverage in their expansion agenda.
www.gemagh.org
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Figure 3: Major Religions in West Africa
Data Source: Joshua Project, 2020

Figure 4: Understanding the state of Evangelicals
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PEOPLE GROUPS DYNAMICS

West Africa has 1,317 People groups (PGs) with Nigeria having the largest with about 544 people groups representing 41% (Refer to Figure 6). Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, Guinea, Niger, and Mali have more than half of all the
PGs as unreached. Niger alone has 28 UPGs out of the total 36 PGs in the country.
•Most of these people groups can be found across borders. Every country has at least one language that is
spoken in other West African countries. Hausa, Fulani, Kotokoli, Mossi, Ewe, Dyula, are some common groups
that cut across countries. The total number of Unreached People Groups (UPGs) in West Africa is currently 379
representing 29% of all people groups.
•This may seem that so many people groups have been reached with the gospel but the problem now is that
many Unreached are in territories that are hostile to the gospel and some have a huge population. For instance,
in Nigeria alone, the total number of Fulani is close to 20 million, the Kanuri (Yerwa and Manga together) are
about 8 million people. In Niger, the Tuareg and Fulani have over 2 million each, and the Hausas are more than
11 million people.
•118 of the UPGs are Frontiers people groups. According to Joshua Project (2020), “Frontier People Groups
(FPGs) are Unreached People Groups with 0.1% or fewer Christians of any kind and no evidence of a self-sustaining gospel movement”.

Figure 5: Total Number of UPGs vs Number of PGs
Data Source: Joshua Project, 2020

www.gemagh.org
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Figure 6: PGs and UPGs for each Country
CHALLENGES:

These challenges are not exclusively unique to West Africa but are worth highlighting. They cover
both developmental and spiritual challenges that exist today and may impede the smooth progress
of mission activities in West Africa.

1
2
10
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High illiteracy rate
Illiteracy rates in West Africa are among the highest in the
world with the situation worse among females. Globally, about
7 countries in West Africa are among the highest. Eight out
of the 15 countries have less than 50% of their population as
illiterates (Human Rights report, 2009). This situation has
implications for missions in terms of access to and sharing the
gospel.

Politic Instabilities and Violence
After independence, there have been several internal disputes, civil conflicts, coup d’états, and demonstrations that
have marred the stability of many countries particularly those
situated at the Sahel. The least thing in West Africa can trigger
violence, especially relating to politics, ethnic clashes, and
resource allocations. Pre-election, elections, and post-election
violence are also common due to rivalry among candidates
which incite violence. This phenomenon inhibits the sending
of workers and mission activities.

3
4
5
6
7

High Poverty and Health Challenges
Though West Africa is rich in resources, this has not fully
translated to the standard of living of the majority of its populace and this is seen in the high low-income class. According
to the ADB report (2018), poverty is high, with 43% of the
population below the international $1.90 per day poverty
line. This makes people feel they need help rather than giving
towards mission activities. Thus, over-reliance on foreign
donations, which is gradually dwindling.

Nominalism and Syncretism
Many people profess to be Christians but their level of commitment and demonstration of Christ-likeness in all areas of
life is sometimes questionable. This nominalism makes some
Christians compromise on their Christian values. They might
not see the need to commit their life, time, and resources to
mission activities. Many Christians are still holding on to the
religious elements of the African traditional religion.

The threat of Islam and terrorism
Islam has a long history in West Africa and it is the fastest-growing religion in the sub-region. Though in most communities Islam co-exists with Christians and other religions,
the extreme activities of Jihadist activities are a great threat to
missions especially in Mali, Niger, Burkina Faso, and Nigeria.
According to Pawlikova-Vilhanova (2017; 252), the expansion
of Christianity from the coast “coincided with the simultaneous southerly expansion of Islam which posed a threat to
Christian mission work”.

Church doctrinal Issues and Inadequate Missional
Leadership
Issues of prosperity message and the inadequate development
of leaders in the West African church continue to stifle missionary work. These doctrinal issues influence the posture of
members towards missions and the strategies used in sharing
the gospel. Christians become less rooted in the gospel and
consequently become unavailable. Few visionary leaders at
the top and grass-root levels are positioned and equipped to
spearhead mission movements in the sub-region.

Traditional Religion Upsurge
Recently, there is a sporadic growth of interest in African
traditional religion, occultism, and other spiritual practices.
Leaders of these groups are modifying their activities and
making them more appealing to the general public. Surprisingly, these are no more hidden realities but are displayed
on television, radio, and social media. This poses a challenge
to missionary work as leaders of these groups are gaining
popularity and drawing many from experiencing the power of
Christ.

www.gemagh.org
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PROSPECTS:
CHURCH AND AGENCY GROWTH
The growth of the church in West Africa, especially of evangelicals is a cause for
celebration. Though this numerical growth is not the measure of a healthy missional church, it has the potential to nurture mission activities through engaging
the growing church. With intentional and strategic mobilization and equipping,
West Africa has the potential to send more missionaries to augment the existing
working force

GROWING YOUTH AND PROFESSIONALS
West Africa has a median age of 18, with Mali (16.3) and Niger (16.6) leading the
global chart according to a report by the World Economic Forum. With the huge
young population of West Africa deeply exposed to formal education, there is an
untapped potential for recruiting these graduates and professionals into mainline mission work. They can serve unreached peoples using their acquired skills,
experiences, and professional ethics. Student groups and youth groups across the
country are actively engaged in short-term mission activities.

UNPRECEDENTED NUMBER OF FEMALES WORKERS
Gone were the days only men were enlisted into mission activities. In the past
three decades, there has been a significant increase in the number of females who
are responding to the call to send the gospel to the unreached. This has contributed to the total number of missionaries sent out of West Africa.

THE UNREACHED ARE EVERYWHERE
There is a surge in the number of people migrating from one place to another and
the preferred destinations are usually in the cities or urban areas or to areas where
there are productive activities such as farming, industrial activities, and other jobs.
The cities and towns are now the hubs of economically active people from different
parts of the countries in West Africa. It is much easier now to reach out to different unreached groups in the regional capitals especially because their locations are
usually marked and they live in clusters.

GROWING DIGITAL AND SOCIAL MEDIA
West Africa is not left out of the digital growth and social media explosion.
According to a report by GSM Associates in 2019, West Africa has about 100
million mobile internet users representing about one-fourth of the total population. There is currently 38% of Africans using mobile phones and this is projected
to grow to about 67% by 2025. This statistic shows the steady growth of social
media users.

12
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GROWING AWARENESS OF MISSIONS
There is also a growing number of indigenous mission agencies that are taking
bold initiatives in advocacy, mobilization, and sending. The exposure of individuals and churches to God’s mission, our responsibility in His mission, and the need
to reach the unreached is widespread like never before. Increasingly, many people
are becoming aware of the urgency of mission in the growth of the body of Christ.

MISSION AND THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION
Mission and theological education are gaining roots in West Africa in both Anglophone and Francophone countries. Some are very young but others are robust
and well equipped to prepare many workers and leaders for service in the church
and on the mission fields. Interestingly, there is an increase in the intentionality
to include mission content in theological schools and expose workers to mission
education.

WAY FORWARD AND IMPLICATIONS IN MISSIONS:
1.Indigenous Mission structure
There is the need for a robust indigenous mission structure whether it be in the church or
mission agencies that is self-sustaining, self-supportive, and self-propagating. These structures should touch all age groups, all classes of people and accommodate new people who
come into the church.

2.Intentional Discipleship Drive
Instead of simply seeking a larger membership the church should examine opportunities
to build a coordinated effort at the level of both teaching and praxis. The church’s efforts
should be aimed at developing mature disciples instead of merely winning more converts.

3.Oral learners and their Access to the Gospel
As mission agencies seek to win people in different places, there must be intentionality in
developing materials and logistics to allow oral learners to access the Gospel. They should
be empowered and encouraged to replicate what they learn. Also, other non-verbal language forms such as sign language should be promoted.

4.Local Leadership Development
It is the responsibility of both church and mission leaders to identify, develop, empower,
and deploy more local leaders to continue the work on the field. There is a need for leadership at both managerial and field levels. As much as the leadership gap should be filled
at all levels, the grassroots leadership where the real action is, must not be neglected. No
matter the educational level of people, they can be groomed to become effective leaders.

5.

United Work Force

The task of evangelization cannot be done by one denomination or agency. It needs individual responsibility and collaborative efforts in equipping workers, raising and sharing
resources, and thinking strategically together on how to effectively engage people groups
and communities. There are few workers and we cannot afford to work in isolation.
www.gemagh.org
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6.Meeting Felt Needs and Engaging in Community Development
To make a lasting and holistic impact in the lives of the people we are reaching out to and
to the contexts in which they live, we have to be intentional in identifying and meeting
their felt needs. This is the legacy of early missionaries and it must continue. Being relevant means purposefully ministering to all needs of the people, their hurts, their aspirations, and feelings. It is identifying with their problems and showing them the God who
can bring relief and restoration. Leaders are also to be agents of peace as much as they are
agents of development. This should, however, be done in sync with sharing the gospel.

7.Raising and Training Christian Professionals as Missionaries
Some of the ‘usual’ missionary models will not work in hostile environments. There is a
need to raise Christian professionals who can work without raising any alarms. Also, this
model is sustainable because their profession can be a good source of support for the work.

8.Operation Up North
All the countries north of West Africa have Islam as their major religion. Churches and
mission agencies must send the gospel to their neighboring countries in the Sahel and the
Mediterranean areas since they are the major hub and source of Islam and Jihadist threats
to the sub-region.

9.Language Acquisition
One important step to advance mission activities in West Africa is the flexibility to learn
the culture and languages of the people groups we are reaching out to. Another important
language I want to stress is learning French by Anglophone Christians since most of the
countries speak French in the sub-region. Francophone Christians have advanced with
learning and speaking English.

10.Language Translation and Literacy Program
There remain a significant number of languages in West Africa that needs the bible in their
local dialect. This will facilitate the sharing of the gospel and equipping local workers to
serve their people. Literacy programs will let people learn techniques on how to read the
Bible and to replicate what they learn.

CONCLUSION:
In conclusion, there is no doubt that the church
and mission agencies in West Africa have a
great potential to advance the course of mission
in the sub-region and beyond. All indication
proves that West Africa is ready and have the
critical mass to send the gospel to all parts of
the sub-region and other parts of the world.
However, there remain more lands to be covered and the task is not without challenges. The
political, socio-economic, and spiritual terrain
is rough but we have to trust the Lord of the
harvest as He promised to be with us. Every

14
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country should have the responsibility of tackling prevailing problems and develop strategies
and action plans based on the local culture,
ethnic, religious, political, and demographic
diversity.
Church and mission leaders have to maximize
their potential and take advantage of the opportunities available to advance missions. As much
as the world is looking up to the vibrant and
growing church in West Africa does not mean
we should give little attention to our “Jerusalem”.
We should intentionally prepare people to reach
the unreached at home and abroad.
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GEMA–

30 YEARS OF SERVING AS
THE NATIONAL MISSIONS
UMBRELLA BODY.
(Part 1)
By Dr Seth Anyomi

Ghana Evangelical Missions Association (GEMA) is the
national body that brings together all mission-related organizations in Ghana, both indigenous and foreign based.

D

BEFORE THE BIRTH OF GEMA:

ue to the work of the Scripture Union, the
Ghana Fellowship of Evangelical Students
and the birth of the Christian Outreach
Fellowship (COF) through the efforts of the
late Politician and Christian Statesman, Mr.
William Ofori-Atta, Ghana began to experience increased
interest in both urban and rural missions. There was
however no coordination nor cooperation among these
societies, since there wasn’t any National Alliance. Into
the late 1980s, the number of indigenous mission societies steadily increased, a need to unite these new Mission
Societies became more pressing.

16
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THE GENESIS OF GEMA:
In 1989, a Ghanaian Missionary Pioneer, Dr.Seth
Anyomi was invited to attend a consultation organized by the Third World Missions Association
(TWMA), representing the African Christian Mission(ACM) which he and his wife Christiana had
founded in 1983. He was the only Ghanaian joining
two Nigerian Mission leaders, Rev. Panya Baba and
Rev. Reuben Ezemadu who represented the Nigerian Evangelical Missions Association (NEMA) at this
maiden TWMA meeting.
At that time, NEMA was the only African Missionary Association on the African continent.
Consequently, Dr. David Cho, then President of the
TWMA, tasked Dr. Anyomi with the responsibility
to identify and mobilize existing Mission Agencies
in Ghana to be constituted into a Ghana Evangelical
Missions Association (GEMA).
The opportunity came, when a few months later
in 1990, a Missionary from New Zealand, Rev. Ross
Campbell, then Director of the Ghana Evangelism
Committee presented his survey results on the
unreached people groups in Ghana. Rev. Reuben
Ezemadu, represented NEMA at that event and
he was one of the speakers. Dr. Anyomi sought his
assistance to call a meeting of every head of an
indigenous Mission Society present at that meeting.
Those who responded agreed to the proposal to
form a National Association and Dr. Seth Anyomi,
was elected as first President of the newly formed
“GEMA.”
Thirty representatives of mission societies formed
the foundation membership of GEMA. By 1995, the
membership had risen to 51, including denominational and non-denominational mission societies
and para-Church organizations.

THE PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF GEMA:
To unite all mission-related organizations in
the name of our Saviour Jesus Christ to pray for the
enabling power of the Holy Spirit to carry out the
Great Commission in our land in our time.
To promote co-operation among missions
and mission-related bodies in Ghana.
To eliminate wasteful duplication of efforts
and to pool resources.
To create a forum for the sharing of strategies and techniques.
To establish a strong and reliable association, to properly represent Ghanaian missions at
national and international levels.

To set and maintain improved standards
of integrity and accountability in order to increase
confidence in Ghanaian missionary activities.
- To provide the machinery for the compilation and dissemination of information on Ghanaian
missionary activities.
- To cultivate productive partnerships between
the church and missions.
- To associate and affiliate with the appropriate
regional and global bodies.

THE GEMA ORGANISARIONAL STRUCTURE:
The initial structure comprised of the General
Council, which was the final legislative and disciplinary body, with power to delegate all or any of
its authority to any committee appointed by it for
that purpose. The Executive Body was responsible
for policy formation and for ensuring that decisions
are carried out. This body also ensured that regular
meetings are held and that the recommendations
of such meetings are given due consideration. The
day-to-day administration of GEMA rested on the
General Co-coordinator, who was the Chief Administrative Officer of the Association. He was fully responsible for the structure and employment of the
administrative staff and also made recommendations to the General Council through the Executive
Body for the engagement of field staff. In addition,
the respective officers reported to him in respect of
their particular sphere of operation. The assets and
liabilities of GEMA were legally entrusted in the care
of the Board of Trustees. There were also standing
committees, which included the Committee for
Training, Research and Information, and Strategy
and Operation.

THE EXECUTIVE COUCIL OF GEMA:
The Executive Board comprised of:
President,
Vice-President
1st and 2nd Secretaries
Treasurer
Chairman of the Committee for Research and
Information
Chairman of the Committee for Strategy and
Operation
These leaders performed or functioned as their
titles suggest and as otherwise prescribed by the
Constitution or by the resolution of the General
Council or the Executive Body.

www.gemagh.org
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GEMA’S RELATIONSHIP WITH THE CHURCH, NATIONAL EVANGELICAL FELLOWSHIIP, THE GHANA
EVANGELISM COMMITTEE AND OTHER BODIES:
GEMA sought to promote, sustain, and maintain
effective co-operation with all churches as well as all
Evangelical fellowships both inside and outside the
country. GEMA seeks to serve the Church in Ghana
and co-operates with GEC and other ecumenical
bodies, to effect for the cause of the Great Commission and for certain projects in the country.

GEMA’S PROGRAMS

GEMA engaged in promoting missionary awareness programs in churches and in mission research.
Mission seminars for Christian leaders, pastors, etc.,
are also organized periodically. GEMA also fosters
co-operation among the membership by holding
seminars and Starting and Strengthening National
Missions Movements.
GEMA organized workshops to share human,
financial, and material resources, so as to make
maximum use of these resources and to face the
missionary task as a united force.
GEMACON (Now GEMAFEST): An annual missionary convention, dubbed “GEMACON” and organized
by GEMA, brought together missionaries from all
over the country for fellowship, sharing of ideas,
evaluation of mission strategies, adoption of new
ones, etc. It is a time of great refreshing for the
missionaries, some of whom come from very distant
mission fields, where they receive little information
and encouragement.
GEMA co-operated with one of its members, the
African Christian Mission (ACM), and its Western
partners to establish the Ghana Evangelical Mission-
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ary Institute (GEMI), which is Ghana’s first and only
indigenous missionary training center. The Association unsuccessfully attempted to build a missions
resource center. It has also supported the work of
Sports Evangelism in Ghana. GEMA helped to start
mission awareness campaigns in the rural areas and
in the Bible colleges in the country.
GEMA also published and still produces a quarterly mission’s publication known as the “Voice of
Missions.”
The purpose of this publication is:
• To create mission awareness.
• To help raise moral, prayer, and financial support
for missionaries on the field.
• To create a forum for the sharing of mission strategies and techniques.
• To provide information on Ghanaian missionary
activities (and on those of other countries as well).

GEMA’s KEY AREAS OF FOCUS DURING THE
FIRST TEN YEARS:

-Motivating the local church to rise up to the challenge of reaching the unreached people groups in
Ghana and beyond.
-The mobilization of all available resources for mission.
-Training.

CHURCH-MISSION COOPERATION:
To achieve maximum results in the Church, GEMA
made every effort to:
- Reach out to heads of churches and Christian or-

ganizations for full participation in national missions.
- Establish a resource center for the use of the
Christian community, especially in relation to missionary work in Africa.
- Provide missionary training for the many
untrained Christian workers in the rural areas who
are actively involved in missions and para-church
planting.

CHALLENGES OF THE FIRST TEN YEARS:
Communication- That was before mobile phones
became so common.
Accessibility- It was very difficult to Locate and
identify and screen missionaries needing assistance
such as medical screening and training.
Acceptance by the mainstream Church- Some
local Churches did not readily embrace these newly
formed National movement and her young mission
societies.
Conclusion: These challenges did not hinder nor
stop the work of the Association; Rather it learned
to overcome the obstacles. Today, members of the
Association are scattered across the length and
breadth of Ghana and are doing wonderfully well.
After thirty years of existence, GEMA can be said to
have come of age now. GEMA has by the Lord’s help
been able to stick to its objectives. Newer programs
have been or are being put in place, such as the
production of a missions journal, the establishment
of a mission resources center, training programs,
and mission awareness campaigns are helping the
Association effectively achieve its objectives.

GEMA – 30 YEARS OF
SERVING AS THE
NATIONAL MISSIONS
UMBRELLA BODY.
(Part 2)

missionaries and mission organizations were honored for their faithful service in missions.
GEMA’s current programs and projects include the
following:
1.VISION 2040 – a long term mission vision
2.Mission Research
3.Mission Training programs
4.People Group Consultations
5.GEMAFEST – An annual missions conference
6.Monthly Missions Prayer Meetings
7.Missions Mentoring
8.Mission Leaders Lunch Fellowship
9.Annual Missionary Kid’s (MK) Camp
10.Forums – there are various forums for
fellowship, sharing of best practices and
capacity building for the following clusters of
the missionary movement:
•Mission Leaders Forum
•Partnership Development Officers Forum
•Communication Officers Forum
•Mission Mobilizers Forum
•Mission Researchers Forum
•Young Leaders Forum
•Accra Member Care Group
11. Publications: GEMA publishes the Voice of
Missions and the Ghana Missions Handbook
GEMA consistently and humbly seeks to serve the
Church in Ghana to enable her fulfill her missionary
mandate. GEMA therefore continues to collaborate
with the GEC and all ecumenical bodies for that
purpose.
GEMA is a founding member of the Africa Missions Association (AfMA), and also a member of the
World Evangelical Alliance (WEA) Missions Commission and also collaborates with a number of global
mission Bodies. In 2013, GEMA in partnership with
GEC hosted the Global Mission Consultation which
brought key mission leaders from around the world
to strategize for the world missions.
GEMA has had great leadership since its inception
and the four Presidents that have faithfully served
the Association are; Dr Seth Anyomi, Rev Sampson
Dorkunor, Pastor Enoch Nyador and Pastor Ray
Mensah

The first part of this article focused on the history
and the first ten years of operations of GEMA. This
second part focuses on the era from 2000 to 2020.
In the AD 2000, GEMA organized the Ghana Millennium Missions Conference which marked a major
milestone in the existence of GEMA. A number of
www.gemagh.org
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CURRENT LEADERSHIP
The current leadership the Lord has blessed GEMA
with to lead the association during this time and
season are the following:
NAME: PASTOR RAY MENSA MENSAH
ROLE: PRESIDENT
COUNTRY: GHANA
MISSION AGENCY: ONEWAY AFRICA
NAME: PASTOR JOSEPH DARLING MACARTHY
ROLE: VICE PRESIDENT
COUNTRY: GHANA
MISSION AGENCY: TORCHBEARERS MISSION
INCORPORATED
NAME: MRS NAANA NKRUMAH
ROLE: SECRETARY
COUNTRY: GHANA
MISSION AGENCY: GILLBT
NAME: MRS DIANAH A. MARFO
ROLE: ASST. SECRETARY
COUNTRY: GHANA
MISSION AGENCY: TORCHBEARERS MISSION
INCORPORATED
NAME: REV. DANIEL HYDE- APPIAH
ROLE: TRAINING DIRECTOR
COUNTRY: GHANA
MISSION AGENCY: FULLSTATURE MISSION INTER
NATIONAL
NAME: REV. SITSOFE ADAFIA
ROLE: MOBILIZATION DIRECTOR
COUNTRY: GHANA
MISSION AGENCY: WORLDCHANGERS FAITH
MINISTRY
NAME: MRS RICHESS OKAI
ROLE: ASST. MOBILIZATION
COUNTRY: GHANA
MISSION AGENCY: OPERATION SERVE
NAME: MR. EUGENE YAKOHENE
ROLE: TREASURER
COUNTRY: GHANA
MISSION AGENCY: PIONEERS AFRICA
NAME: REV. ALAN LOCKE
ROLE: ASST. TREASURER
COUNTRY: USA
MISSION AGENCY: GHANA BAPTIST MISSION
NAME: MR. GEORGE GUMAH
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ROLE: RESEARCH DIRECTOR
COUNTRY: GHANA
MISSION AGENCY: PIONEERS AFRICA
NAME: MR. JAMES AMOAH- MENSAH
ROLE: ASST. RESEARCH DIRECTOR
COUNTRY: GHANA
MISSION AGENCY: COF
NAME: DAVE*
ROLE: COMMUNICATION DIRECTOR
COUNTRY: GHANA
MISSION AGENCY: PIONEERS GHANA
NAME: MR. EMMANUEL PARBEY
ROLE: ASST. COMMUNICATION DIRECTOR
COUNTRY: GHANA
MISSION AGENCY: CHALLENGE ENTERPRISE
NAME: DR. GODWIN AHLIJAH
ROLE: ADVOCACY & PARTNERSHIP DIRECTOR
COUNTRY: GHANA
MISSION AGENCY: MEANINGFUL LIFE INTERNA
TIONAL
NAME: PASTOR DEREK AMOO- SEKYI
ROLE: PRAYER DIRECTOR
COUNTRY: GHANA
MISSION AGENCY: ASSEMBLIES OF GOD, AMRA
HIA/TMC
NAME: PASTOR JOHN NARTEY
ROLE: EXECUTIVE MEMBER
COUNTRY: GHANA
MISSION AGENCY: CAPRO
NAME: MRS. GRACE BREW
ROLE: EXECUTIVE MEMBER
COUNTRY: GHANA
MISSION AGENCY: CMRF
NAME: REV. ROLAND GRENIER
ROLE: EXECUTIVE MEMBER
COUNTRY: CANADA
MISSION AGENCY: ACTS13
All the leaders of GEMA serve in various capacities
in their local churches and in their mission agencies
and para-church organizations. GEMA seeks the
unity of the church and a united front for cause of
the Great Commission.
We thank the Lord for all the amazing things He
has done through the Association in these past 30
years and look forward to greater fruit and greater
partnerships to reach the unreached in Ghana, West
and North Africa and beyond towards the fulfillment
of the Great Commission. That is our passion and
will remain our passion. To God be the Glory! Soli
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INTRODUCING

VISION 2040
(AD 2020 – AD 2040)

I

INTRODUCTION
It was a memorable and historic day.
The date was 25th October 2019, and
the occasion was the launching of
VISION 2040 at the Annual Missions
Conference of the Ghana Evangelical
Missions Association (GEMA).

Mission Agencies, Expatriate Missionaries serving in
Ghana and emerging young leaders and these formed
the symbolic leadership that supported Rev Dr. Steve
Asante to launch the Vision. Each of the 20 leaders
also symbolically representing a year of the 20 year
vision.

Twenty key leaders representing
four main segments of the missionary
movement in Ghana stood together
to launch VISION 2040. The first five leaders standing in for the Church in Ghana from five denominations included Rev. Dr. Steve Asante, past President
of the Ghana Baptist Convention, and Apostle Prof.
Opoku Onyinah, who had served previously as the
Chairman of the Church of Pentecost, Chairman
of the Ghana Evangelism Committee, (GEC) and
Chairman of the Ghana Pentecostal and Charismatic
Council (GPCC). Five leaders each also stood in for;

It had been a long journey of close to three years in
crafting this vision. This included many brainstorming sessions, strategic meetings and consultations that
included Pastors, Missionaries, Mission Directors of
various Denominations in Ghana, CEO’s/Directors
of various mission agencies and para-church organizations, University Students, Christian professionals
and several emerging young leaders. This was an
intentional procedure to get stakeholders from the
various sectors of the missionary movement in Ghana
involved. At the end of the day, all the hard worked
paid off. To God be the Glory.
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This is to therefore to share with you this exciting
vision to have an evangelized Ghana without any
unreached people groups, a strong sending church,
a strong missionary praying church, and a new
generation of Missional Christians. As we explore
Vision 2040 together, it is our prayer that you will get
to know that God has a role for you in this exciting
vision..

WHAT IS VISION 2040?
It is a compelling 20 year vision and Missions
Agenda for the whole of Ghana.

WHY THE NEED FOR THE VISION
To serve the church to fulfill her mandate of sending the Gospel and making disciples in the uttermost
parts of Ghana and the world with special emphasis
on unengaged and unreached peoples.

WHO IS BEHIND IT?
The Ghana Evangelical Missions Association
(GEMA), the Umbrella Body of Mission Agencies
and Missionary Churches in Ghana. GEMA seeks to
“build a Network to reach the nations”.

HOW WILL THE VISION BE REALIZED?

Through active partnership between the Church in
Ghana, GEMA, GEC, Mission Agencies, Para-church
Organizations, Theological Institutions and individual Christians and other strategic Partners in Africa
and on the Global stage.

PILLARS OF VISION 2040
The 4 PILLARS OF VISION 2040 are the following. By AD 2040 by the Grace of God, we seek to
see:
1. AN EVANGELIZED GHANA WITHOUT
ANY UNREACHED PEOPLE GROUPS
• To see Ghana evangelized in one generation.
• To see the 19 remaining Unreached people
Groups reached with the gospel to the extent that
they have enough Christians able to evangelize their
people from generation to generation till Christ
returns.
2. A STRONG SENDING CHURCH
• To see a strong, Christ-like, Mission Minded and
Missionary Sending Church in Ghana that is significantly contributing to World Evangelization and the
fulfillment of the Great Commission

3. A STRONG MISSIONARY PRAYING
CHURCH
• To see a Prayerful Church fervently and consistently praying for the salvation of the lost and the
unreached people groups, Ghana, the nations as well
as for Leadership and Missionaries.
• The Ghanaian church is a praying Church and
VISION 2040 seeks to leverage that for the Great
Commission and for God’s Glory.
4. A NEW GENERATION OF MISSIONAL
CHRISTIANS
• To see a new Generation of Missional, passionate,
word-based, obedient, Spirit filled,
matured and Christ-Centered Christians emerge to
lead Ghana, ( in all areas- church, government, education, business, media, marketplace, Para-church,
non-profit, the arts etc), serve with integrity, being
corruption-free as well being true Disciples of our
Lord Jesus Christ, who make reproducible disciples
everywhere they find themselves, and many of them
becoming a new breed of Missionaries fearlessly and
sacrificially taking the Gospel throughout Ghana,
West Africa, the rest of Africa and the uttermost
parts of the world.

The VISION 2040 Goals (AD 2020 –
AD2040)

• Facilitating the sending of 30,000 Missionaries
(to the unreached and mission fields in Ghana, West
Africa, the rest of Africa and the ends of the earth)
• Mobilizing 30,000 Churches to pray
• Mobilizing 30,000 Churches to send Missionaries

FUNDING
Funds will primary be raised through the Ghana
Missions Fund and the generosity of the missions
movement and the Body of Christ.

OTHER PROJECTS OF VISION 2040
The Ghana Missions fund and the Missions Mentoring Network
•THE GHANA MISSIONS FUND: To raise funds
from a wider spectrum of Believers in Ghana to
help fund missions in Ghana and from Ghana. The
strategy amongst others is to have a 10million + cedis
yearly fund (Mobilize one (1) million Christians to
give 10 cedis each year and other larger donations)
•MISSIONS MENTORING NETWORK: To raise
a new Generation of Mission-Minded Christians
right from Primary School age groups, through
www.gemagh.org
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Junior & Senior High School Level to University level
and beyond.

MONITORING AND EVALUATION
•Compilation of databases of both Church and
mission agency sending structures
•Field visits and or Continuous research
•Periodic State of missions Consultations
•Feedback and or reports from GEMA
Join Hands with Us to Reach Vision 2040
Today we want to invite you to join hands with
us to catch the vision to have an evangelized Ghana
without any unreached people groups, a strong sending church, a strong missionary praying church and
a new generation of Missional Christians together.
We invite you to consider how your gifts, talents and
resources connect with the vision and choose a role
to serve in this vision.
Perhaps God has stirred your heart and you are
ready to join hands with GEMA. If so, we invite you
to join us today. It is very easy and you can help in
several ways:
1.Sign on with your Church, Mission Agency, Para-church organizations and you.
2.Sign up your children and youth groups for mentoring in the following areas:
•Evangelism
•Disciple-Making
•Missions
•Leadership
•Prayer
•Missions Support
•Discovering Your Purpose and or Calling and
Spiritual Gifts
In the following levels:
•Level 1 - Children (5years – 12 years)
•Level 2 - Youth( 13years -19years)
•Level 3 - University Students & Young Adults –
(20years- 30 years)
•Level 4 - Adults (30 years +)
•Level 5 - Full-Time Missionaries and Potential
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Missionaries
•Level 6 - Missionary Families
3.You can also join in our team of mentors and
trainers.
Please sign up by filling “Join the Vision 2040”
form or by sending an email to - gemaghana@gmail.
com
Or a text or WhatsApp message to Theresa Parbey
on +233-24 639 1921

TAKING NEXT STEPS
After you join the vision, your next steps will be
based upon your role. If you signed up with your
church or organization, a next step could be identifying ways you could partner at the different levels with
us to reach the vision.

STAYING CONNECTED
We want to stay connected with you so that we can
support and encourage one another. You will begin
to receive email updates regarding the vision. Or visit
our website - https://www.gemagh.org

CONCLUSION
Turning the Tide: Vision 2040 seeks to “turn the
tide” as far as mission is concerned in Ghana.
Global statistics reveal that only 2% of Christians
share their faith on a regular basis. Also a greater
majority of Ghanaian Christians do not know of or
do not obey the Great Commission.
Vision 2040 seeks to turn the tide in this area of
missions, evangelism, discipleship and disciple-making.
It seeks to bring it to the forefront of the life of the
Church and Believers in Ghana.
Join us! Let us to this together!
FOR GOD AND FOR COUNTRY
Hallelujah!!!

www.gemagh.org
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They Said
Yes!
By Enoch Nyador

T

Introduction

he seed of cross-cultural evangelism was
planted in my heart during my days of
ministerial training at the Ghana Christian
College (1978-1982) and Emmanuel School
of Religion (Johnson City, Tennessee, USA,
1983-1986). God used Dorothy Eunson, Dr.
Carl Bridges, David Kalb, and other former
missionary teachers in Ghana to plant the
initial seeds. Later in the U.S.A, my late teachers, Professors
Charles Taber, Fred Norris, Delno Brown, and others planted
more seeds in my life. The seed was watered by the late Dr.
Robert Reeves, former Executive Director of Fellowship of
Associates of Medical Evangelism (FAME), who met my wife,
Dr. Lydia Glover-Nyador and I in Johnson City, Tennessee, the
U.S.A in 1985 and agreed to partner with us in cross-cultural
medical missions upon our return to Ghana.
With a burning passion in my heart for cross-cultural evangelism, I started FAME Ghana in 1987, a year after, I started
teaching at the Ghana Christian College. One of my first tasks
was to recruit three Ghanaian Church Planters who would be
willing to go to work among the Achode, Adele, and Ntrubo
People Groups. There were ongoing Bible Translation and
Literacy work among them being led by missionaries of the
Ghana Institute of Linguistics Literacy and Bible Translation
(GILLBT).
After much prayer and critical search, I contacted Pastor
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According to Joshua, one of the youngest missionaries we have now, “I yielded to yes, because after
a couple of weeks’ prayers and fasting, I was fully
convinced and convicted in my heart that this is the
will of God for me now to go and reach the unreached with the Gospel of Christ.”
Joshua after his first degree had a full scholarship to
undertake Graduate studies in Political Science, but
with faith and conviction, he serves as a missionary among the Chakali in the Upper West region of
Ghana.
Another servant leader who said YES is Tevi Lawson who forsook Political Journalism for missions
in the northern region of Ghana. After his Pastoral
training, he also decided to join the missionary
team, despite the available option to continue his
political journalism either in Ghana or Togo. His
youthfulness and experience would be more needed for God’s work of plundering hell than engaging
in partisan politics. He is currently serving at Yezesi,
among the Mamprusi with his wife. They are not
only winning souls, they also are training young girls
in vocational skills to curb the unemployment and
teenage pregnancy rates in the community.
It appears from the above that all the missionaries
said yes despite the easy options they had available.
One underlining factor that is traced through their
commitment is the desire to serve the Lord and win
Souls. There were no second reasons for saying yes.
In fact, many of them had never lived in the North

My friends, family and
siblings disregarded the idea of
cross-cultural evangelism in the
northern part of Ghana”.

prior to saying yes and therefore, had no idea what
was really awaiting them. It was a risk-taking decision for many of them.
This does not also mean they were the only ones
who were contacted to go. Some others also had the
opportunity to serve but chose to decline for various
reasons just as Jesus mentioned in Luke 9:59-62. An
affirmative response to the call for missions, however, comes with its own challenges, even on the
mission field.

Overcoming Cross-Cultural
Challenges

Our early church planters were faced with language
barrier. Language carries lots of values and the
worldview of people. It is one of the important
tools in effective communication. We use language
in almost every sphere of our human lives: social,
religious, political, educational, arts, music and
dance. According to Kwame Bediako, ‘In matters
of religion, there is no language that speaks to the
heart and mind and to our innermost feelings as
does our mother tongue.’ Therefore, there was
the need for our church planters to learn the local
language of the people. Though they resorted to the
use of the lingua-franca (of the community) at the
time (mostly Twi), with local translators, they had to
learn the mother tongue of the people for effective
missionary work. Subsequent church planters are
first sent into the community to learn the language
of the people before any church planting took place.
We could also note that to learn the language, the
time frame varied from person to person, but it was
generally within the first two years.

www.gemagh.org
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Hayford Ahiabu, one of my best students in the
Cross-Cultural Evangelism Class who said YES to the
Ntrubo People Group. Two of my former classmates
at the Bible College also said Yes; Pastor Christopher Adjei to the Achode and the late Pastor Francis
Budu Nyarko to the Adele. Later, I recruited more of
my students to go to the Nchumburung, Konkomba, Mamprusi, and Chakali. Isaiah 6:8 says, “Then
I heard the voice of the Lord saying, “Whom shall I
send? And who will go for us?” And I said, ‘Here am
I. Send me!” (NIV). I am glad over 20 others have
said Yes to serving as missionaries to Unreached People Groups in our own country, Ghana. Part of their
story is told below.

A Reason To Say Yes

An Ewe proverb translates to say, “One does not hurry to embark on a journey of no return.” Likewise,
Jesus admonishes us to count the cost of following
him (Luke 14:28-33). The journey of a cross-cultural missionary begins with sacrifice. The Ultimate
Missionary, Jesus, said “…you cannot become my
disciple without giving up everything” (Luke 14:33,
ASB ). This was the dilemma one of our church
planters, Pastor Dzobo faced when responding to the
call for missions. As, John Jusu once wrote, “there

is a …fine line between faith and presumption.” He
and his wife were professional Fashion Designers in
Kwashieman-Accra with over 20 apprentices learning
from them. They were successful in their trade: “The
decision to say yes was never easy. How to forsake
17 years of experience in fashion designing business
was a difficult task. I had no one sponsoring my
education in the Bible school, it was only by Faith
(sic).” However, Pastor Dzobo responded to the call
with only one expectation, “to see souls saved into
the kingdom of Christ.” Dzobo has been a missionary
to the Nchumurus for over 25 years now. Missionaries to the northern parts of Ghana can testify that
it is not an easy feat. The people one would wish
to lean on for encouragement, such as friends and
family, would rather desert you in those moments of
decision making.
Relatedly is another church planter, Francis Addae
who chose missions over comfort. After his training
at Ghana Christian College and Seminary, he had the
option to go back to Abidjan where he was a pastor
of a local church (he and his wife had lived in Abidjan
for 16 years), with all the necessary benefits of a
resident pastor, yet he chose to say “yes” to missions
and has since planted 15 churches among Komkombas and Gonjas. His motivation is “to serve my
mother Ghana by spreading the Good News of the
Gospel of God in communities and isolated villages
where churches are not being found.”
Another missionary worth noting is Hayford Ahiabu
who worked among the Ntrubos in the then Volta
region (now Oti region). He had already planted five
churches in the south but chose to respond to the
call to reach out to other lost souls. His missionary
work began in 1988 and he planted 10 churches until
his call to help in the FAME office in Tema.
Others such as Christopher and Haruna also had the
expectation to win souls, by moving from their comfort zones into the mission field for the Lord.
Unlike Dzobo, Francis and the others, there arose
a youthful generation who had sheer resilience,
energy and spiritual life that were willing to go into
the mission field to be part of the soul harvesters.
With many opportunities available after their College
studies, they chose to say “yes”, so they could be
part of the Harvest Team. Didn’t Jesus say, “the harvest is plentiful, but the workers are few”?
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the consequences of an
action if one is already aware
of them.”
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Another cross-cultural hurdle, they had to deal
with isolation from the extended family. As Jusu
rightly wrote, “…Missionaries no longer have the
church and extended family around them that they
enjoyed…The support of others help us cope with
difficult situations…But missionaries frequently
have no one to help them deal with difficulty.”
This was the exact situation Pastor Sam Dzobo
found himself in; “My friends, family and siblings
disregarded the idea of cross-cultural evangelism in the northern part of Ghana”. Thus, even in
financial difficulties and emotional distress, he got
limited support from family and friends.
Pastor Francis Addae resorted to quickly adapting to
the culture of the people and integrating himself as
family. Joshua uniquely buried all cultural differences and was ready for the new experience: “My submersion into the culture, for me, was nothing more
than being a native. I was more like one of them and
was highly cherished and admired by all. This, most
times comes with the spirit of humility, patience and
self-control. But one thing that is key is me knowing
my identity, who I am and why I am in their midst.”
Most of our church planters relied heavily on
nearby sister churches and pastors for directional
and emotional support. In recent times however,
we have provided pastoral care and counseling for
all our church planters through the Member Care
Coordinators. There are other challenges that I
would have loved to enumerate, however, an Ewe
proverb translates to say “The young crocodile does
not grieve on its way into water (because water is its
element).” Meaning, “One does not worry about the
consequences of an action if one is already aware of
them.”
That notwithstanding, it is important for modern
missionaries, especially Africans, to prepare adequately in their planning, prayer and stay on the
mission field. With availability of internet and other
information technology, cultural studies about the
target groups and their language should be easier.
We must also make use of other available information about the people groups we wish to reach out
to.

have glorious fruits to show for the sacrifice on the
mission field. Not only have they won and discipled
many souls into the Kingdom of God, they have also
extended their missionary works to other neighboring communities, established churches and have
been able to raise leaders for these congregations.
As mentioned earlier, some run vocational training
centers, clinics and large farms to reduce the unemployment and vices in the communities.
These missionaries are community developers and
visionaries at what they do. Their presence led to
provision of boreholes and other social amenities in
deprived communities. They are agents of transformation. The journey has not been easy and smooth,
but all that matters is responding to the call of Jesus,
“follow me” and “Go into all the nations”.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, I wish to thank God and all his people
in Ghana, the U.S.A, Europe and other places who
have helped our missionaries to say Yes. My plea
is for more disciples of Christ to say Yes because
there are more people groups in Ghana and the rest
of Africa and the world waiting for cross-cultural
evangelists to bring them the Gospel in their own
heart language and culture. We also need a second
group of committed disciples who would be ready
to say Yes to support those who go in finances and
other needed resources and above all in prayer. May
we, the followers of Christ unite, irrespective of our
denominations and other affiliations to focus on
the task our Lord has given us and to collaborate to
fulfill it.
Enoch Nyador is the Executive Director of the Ghana
Christian Mission/FAME Ghana. He is also the Chairman of the Agave Christian Union and served for six
years as the President of GEMA. He has a bachelor’s
degree in Christian Ministries from Ghana Christian College and a master’s degree in Divinity (with
honors) from Emmanuel School of Religion (now part
of Milligan College) USA. Enoch is married to Lydia,
a family doctor, and Ophthalmologist, and they are
blessed with three grown children and two grandkids.

A WORTHWILE LABOUR
Jesus said “…I appointed you to go and produce
lasting fruit…” (John 15:16), and indeed, these
gallant missionaries, despite all the challenges,
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Women on a

Mission
With Rhoda Oluwakemi Appiah

A chat with

Rev. Edith Larbi
- A Missionary to Klonu
Voice of Missions (VOM):. Can you tell us about
yourself and your background?
Edith Larbi (EL): My name is Edith Enyonam Larbi,
I am an ordained Reverend Minister with the Global
Evangelical Church of Ghana. I was born on the 2nd
of March 1943 at Peki Bambo, where I had my Nursery and Elementary education in the ’50s. Though I
had the desire to further my education to the tertiary
level, lack of needed funds made this impossible.
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I later come to Accra in search of a job. I got involved in lots of factory work. I also worked with
AGIP, which later became Ghana Petroleum Company.
VOM: What in your childhood prepared you for
your missionary service?
EL: One significant incident in my childhood that I
believed laid the foundation for my ministry was a
story recounted to me by my grandmother. Accord-

ing to her, something happened in our compound
that made her believe I am a unique child. She
narrated the story of how a goat was undergoing
difficult labor and everyone just watched the goat in
pain not knowing what to do, but I was the one who
came to the rescue of the animal.
Another remarkable incident was when I was about
5 years of age. The family went to church and for
reasons, I could not explain; I chose not to attend
the children’s church that Sunday but rather went
to the adult church. It was during the Easter season. The message of the pastor that day was on the
Crucifixion of Christ. He elaborated on how Jesus
was mercilessly beaten, this message got me curious,
I could not understand the crime of the man for him
to be so beaten up. As we walked back home, I asked
grandma what the sin of that man was, I cannot
remember the answer she gave me. However that
message impacted me more than I can imagine, from
that time on, the Holy Spirit began His works in me.
As a young lady, I was involved in virtually every
Christian activity around me. I joined the Volta
Evangelical Association, traveling with them for
open-air crusades. I did dawn broadcast preaching,
all night programs, I mingled with every creature on
the floor, scorpion, snakes, mosquitos, you name it
but all these did not deter or discourage me in my
quest to serve God. I served the Lord with excitement with no thought of comfort crossing my mind.
When I relocated to Accra, I joined the church choir.
We were then staying in the Awudome area. I was
in my early 20’s and on my way back from the choir
practice one of the days, I told the Lord that all my
friends had boyfriends, as such He should also give
me my own boyfriend. As if in answer to my request,
I heard an audible voice, it was as if someone spoke
clearly into my ears. I heard the word “Repent”
repeatedly in my local language. That very week a
friend invited me to a yearly Intervarsity Christian
Program. It was at this program I gave my life to
Christ. That was in December 1966.
VOM: How did you receive the Call into ministry/
missions?
EL: I can say the call came suddenly. While attending Maranatha Bible College, one of our colleagues,
aunty Grace, a midwife by profession lost her mother. Another friend suggested that it will be good
for us to travel with her to the village to support
her at the funeral. We bought into the suggestion
and traveled with our bereaved colleague to Klonu
village in the Volta Region of Ghana. In the night,

about 20 of us slept in one room amidst mosquito
bites. It was in this mosquito blood bite that I heard
the audible voice again “I am going to bring you
here to work for me” it was so clear, it entered my
heart. When I returned to Accra, I told one of our
lecturers, Rev. Beaden that I was going to return to
Klonu to do evangelism. He asked me to wait till I
had completed my program. Though I agreed with
it, I still traveled to the village before I completed my
course. I preached and one elderly woman gave her
life to Christ; I was overjoyed. I must say that there
was nothing to write home about as far as this village
is concerned. But this did not stop me from going
back. After my program at Maranatha, I went back
to Klonu where I spent 9 years of my life as a single
missionary. It should be noted that I was neither
sent by a Church or a mission agency. I however
later became a Missionary of the Christian Outreach
Fellowship (COF).
VOM: Were family/friends supportive?
EL: I can say that my family was supportive because
they did not discourage me. They knew that getting
involved in Christian activities was my lifestyle.
My uncle once told my mother that when anyone
is looking for me and they find a nearby Chapel,
they should enter, I will surely be there. My fellow
workers often remarked that the only thing that they
know will move me is anything that has to do with
Christianity. When I decided to resign from my job
and relocate to Klonu, my employer immediately
increased my salary but this did not dissuade me. I
was determined to leave. Mr. Lamptey, my boss told
me that anytime I have a change of mind, and came
back, my job will be given back to me, though this
was not the company practice. Immediately I left my
workplace that day, I gave out some of my office wear
and turned the rest into rags, I did all these because I
did not want anything to encourage me to go back to
the secular job.
VOM: What are some of the challenges you faced
on the field?
EL: I had a lot of challenges. I remember on my way
to Klonu, I met a pastor who when he learned of my
decision, exclaimed that there is nothing there, not
even water to drink or wash. Indeed it was a difficult
terrain, after boiling the rainwater for drinking, the
water will still be foaming, but this was my drinking
water. Indeed the Lord’s presence was mighty with
me, I cannot explain the supernatural force that kept
me through those times.
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VOM: Were you not scared by the reality on the
ground?
EL: I do not think so. I walked through the dark
alleys by night without fear, at times as late as 11 pm.
I remember walking through the Klo River around
midnight and I saw a water snake. I told the snake
that I am on my way home, so the snake too should
go its way, and that was how we both parted ways
without harming each other. One day a lady called
Maggie spotted me on my way to the river to fetch
water. She quickly came out to help. Afterward,
she inquired to know why I was not married. I was
dumbfounded, for I did not know what to tell her.
Right there and then, the Lord told me to tell her
that it was because of her that I was not married. The
woman later gave her life to Christ but unfortunately, her husband abandoned her with five children
because of her faith in Christ Jesus.
VOM: As a single lady did you ever suffer loneliness?
EL: No the Lord did not allow me to suffer from
loneliness, He completely took such feelings away.
My lonely moments were when I didn’t see people
around, then I would begin to ask if the rapture has
taken place. Then I will start going to people’s houses
to check on them. Though I went alone to Klonu, later on, I got a younger brother and one or two people
who came along to support me in the work.
VOM: Who or what was most helpful in preparation times (Books or People)
EL: As at the time I went to Klonu, I knew very
little about missions. But I had read lots of books
while in Bible School. Each student needed to read
40 books per semester. I read all these books which
included books by Kathryn Kuhlman. I drew a lot
of inspiration from these books and it was through
these books I got my firsthand information about
missions.
VOM: What do you perceive are your strengths in
ministry/missions?
EL: The word of God, the Holy Spirit, and my passion for the lost.
VOM: What do you see as your weak points in ministry/missions?
EL: I can’t think of any. At times I look back and I
think I should have done more or better than I did.
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Many people did not understand me, especially the
people in the village, they asked me “have you come
to marry or you are a Miss (A ‘Miss” at that time
was a teacher). I often told them that I have come to
tell them about God. According to the chiefs in the
village, they have seen people doing God’s work but
they are yet to see one with my level of attachment to
serving God.
VOM: What parts of missionary work did you
enjoy the most?
EL: I enjoyed every aspect of Christian service, I am
an all-rounder. I served as a pastor in the village, a
teacher, doctor, evangelist, I mean everything.
VOM: What aspects of missions would you like a
change or do differently?
EL: I will want to look at the issue of financial support. For instance, when I was working with COF,
it was expected of every missionary to raise their
support out of which they will get their monthly stipend. It was not difficult for me to raise the support,
however for many others, this was a very difficult
task hence the need to do a secular job to raise money, the effect was that they ended up losing focus.
VOM: How were you sustained before you join
COF as a missionary?
EL: Sincerely I cannot remember exactly how, but I
remember that I led a very simple life, I come from
the part of Volta Region where we like soup, as such
I relied on that with crabs I harvested from the river.
I managed with my few clothes and small money. At
a point in time, the children of some of the brethren shopped for me when coming from Accra, and
when I started getting support from COF, I shared
the support with others. I even raised support for
Maggie’s family. The woman whose husband abandoned because of her faith. Though she was without
her husband, her family was living well due to the
support. But all I can say is that what to eat or drink
was the least of my worries then because the Lord
was faithfully providing even without me asking.
VOM: What is your greatest disappointment or
disillusionment?
EL: None. I did have issues with people I worked
with because they do not seem to understand me,
but I did not hold anything against them nor hated
anyone.

VOM: What are your most treasured memories?
EL: When people turned away from idols to Christ.
One particular incident stood out though. There
were this veteran idol worshipper and his wife in a
nearby village. I often went there to witness to him
and his wife, but the wife was just not willing to give
in, this was because she was afraid that if the husband should give his life to Christ, the gods will kill
him.
One day while this man was coming from another
village where he had gone for another idol, he heard
us singing a song in our local language during our
night vigil. The lyrics of the song revolves around
our satisfaction in Christ, he was puzzled. The Lord
used this song to minister to him and he got saved.
Afterward, he brought out 12 baskets full of idols
to be burnt, there was this particular smock-like
garment that will just not catch fire for nothing less
than 15 minutes. I had to call another pastor to join
me in prayer until it eventually burnt. When the
woman saw that the husband did not die, she readily
surrendered to the Lord. Both of them were baptized
in water as Abraham and Sarah.
Another memorable time was when I went to another village to preach. Due to my phobia of bicycle
riding, I chose to walk home, when the evangelistic
program ended. While the others rode on bicycles, I
as walked alone, I followed the cow footsteps, which
ended me in thick mud, as I walked, I kept hoping
that the next step will land me on dry ground but the
reverse was the case. I sank in mud neck deep. All
of a sudden someone came around, pulled me up,
and carried me to the dry ground. I never saw the
person again. From there I saw a coconut tree which
suggested that there was a village nearby. As I walked
through, I got to the hut of an old woman who was
a bit apprehensive as to who I was, but thanks to
God, her young daughter recognized me as Sister,
(that was how the village people called me) the lady
that has been coming to preach to them. That was
how I was led to the nearest bus station that took me
back to Klonu. By the time I got back, it was late, the
gong gong beater was about to beat the gong gong
in search of me. I believe I experienced an angelic
intervention that day.
VOM: What is/are your favorite scripture(s) that
relate to your experience?

will travel from Accra to visit me, but when they
talked, I could see through their ulterior motives, but
the Lord always kept me from the evil ones.
VOM: What advice will you give to women or
people who are in missions or about to go into
missions?
EL: My advice is that they should not be greedy.
Their mind should not be on what they can get. The
words of a song encourage me a lot, it says “Make the
Lord your delight and your want will be his care.”
VOM: Your commitment and love for God are
unparalleled. What went wrong with the Christian
faith in today’s generation as far as commitment
and love for God is concerned? Where did we miss
it?
EL: When the tree is crooked and you put fire on it,
the ashes will also be crooked, but when the tree is
straight and one puts fire on it, the ashes too will be
straight. What happened with the church is “small
Christianity, small worldliness.” Some of our leaders
have become crooked, and it has spread like ashes to
the body.
VOM: So what is the way forward?
EL: We should allow the Bible, the word of God
to guide us. We must watch and pray. We must be
alert with the knowledge of God’s word. What went
wrong is that we have walked away from the Holy
Spirit, we have closed our ears to Him, and we are
no longer depending on the Holy Spirit. The way the
disciples were with Jesus is how we should be with
the Holy Spirit. Today the church is not different
from the market, no difference between us and the
worldly people.
Interview by Rhoda Oluwakemi Appiah. Rhoda is
married with three children. She is a pioneering missionary of Fullstature Missions International together
with her husband, Rev. Daniel Hyde Appiah. She is
a lover of God and His word, with an overwhelming
desire to see God’s kingdom advance in every sphere
of society. kemiappiah@gmail.com

EL: Jude 23. I always visualize the Lord literally holding me and keeping me from falling. Temptations
came from left and right. The so-called evangelists
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A
GALLANT SOLDIER
OF THE CROSS
GOES HOME
TRIBUTE TO REV SAMUEL APELIGEBA

By Lawrence Lerewanu
“Apeligeba was from the very beginning of his ministry a pioneering missionary who became an apostle to many nations and ethnicities. For the greater part of his ministry, he worked amongst a dozen or
more tribes/ethnicities and languages very different to his native Frafra. In my time in Ghana, I cannot
identify another Ghanaian who has worked amongst and planted churches in so many different languages. He was the type of missionary that Northern Ghana had lacked for years. Apeligeba spent more than
30 of his 42 years of ministry in cross cultural missions before returning to his traditional homeland to
www.gemagh.org
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plant 31 Frafra churches before retirement in
2017”. These are the words of Ross Campbell of
New Zealand who served as the founding Director of the Ghana Evangelism Committee (GEC).

R

ev. Samuel Apeligeba was born on
the 6th of February 1950 in Zuarungu -Daboore near Bolgatanga in the
Upper East Region. As first born of
his father, he was earmarked to take
over the family idols and therefore denied the
chance of formal education. At the age of 14, he
‘stole a ride’ to Kumasi on a cargo truck, where
he lived on the streets, doing whatever menial
job that came his way for a living. He eventually
ended up as a houseboy to a Missionary, Greg
Francis, WEC Field Leader at the time.
Here, Samuel heard the gospel of salvation from
an adopted orphan in the missionary’s house and
became convinced and persuaded to switch
allegiance from traditional worship to place his
faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. Samuel met other
WEC Missionaries, Ross Campbell and Derek
Cartwright who turned out to be God’s
instruments to shape his destiny.
While diligently serving as houseboy, Samuel
had a dream, which upon reflection and consultation with mature Christians, pointed to him
being a shepherd – a shepherd to God’s sheep.
Through the instrumentality of Ross Campbell
and Derek Cartwright who became spiritual
fathers and mentors to him, Samuel learned the
rudiments of reading and writing, acquiring
enough proficiency to enroll in the WEC Bible
School in Kpandai in the Northern Region.
Upon completion of his course of study,
Samuel’s first assignment was to the community
of Zongo-Macheri, near Kete Krachi in the Volta
Region.
Thus began the cross-cultural missionary journey
of Samuel Apeligeba.
At this point in his journey through life, Samuel
Apeligeba, was led to meet and marry Miriam, a
faithful partner, without whose all-round support in prayer, physical and psychological realm
Samuel’s life might have been a different story.
Ministering in the virtually ‘cashless’ society of
the period, with no assurance of monthly income
from the churches planted in the communities,
Samuel and Miriam depended on barter trade
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for the essentials of life. While Samuel would
ride a bicycle during the day along the arduous
bush paths to far off communities overseeing the
churches planted, Miriam would carry loads of
yams, cassava and other staple foodstuff to far-off
Bator communities along the Volta Lake to
engage in barter trade for fish to feed the family.
Samuel’s passion was always on getting the Good
news of salvation to communities everywhere
and was always ready for the next assignment to
unreached people. Wherever he went, the first
assignment he set for himself was to learn the
language, the culture, the traditions and way of
life of the people group.
Thus, during the 42 years of his service in the
Lord’s vineyard, Rev Samuel Apeligeba was
able engage in cross-cultural missions, planting
churches and ministering to 9 people groups,
having acquired the ability to communicate
the gospel very fluently in the Konkomba and
Basaare languages; partially fluently in Chumburu and Nawuri languages; partially fluently
in Losso and Kabre languages in communities
across the Ghana -Togo border; very fluently in
Dabgani and Nanung and excellent in his mother
tongue, Gurune. He was also very fluent in Twi.
In his final station before his retirement, Rev
Apeligeba had managed to oversee the growth
of the Evangelical Church of Ghana (ECG) from
5 to 29 churches – a testimony to his passion of
seeing people come to Christ.
Samuel believed in the power of partnership
in the work of missions. This is evident in the
Christ honoring fellowships he joined hands with
in fulfilling his mandate. The endearing
influence of his spiritual fathers and mentors,
Ross & Avrille Campbell and Derek Cartwright
have always been at the frontlets of his eyes;
WEC/ECG’s willingness to release him to areas
he felt the Lord calling him as his next
assignment was very dear to his heart; the
right hand of fellowship of International Needs
through the instrumentality of Rt. Rev. Walter
Pimpong enabled Samuel to have critical needs
met in his ministry was endearing to his heart.
Rev Samuel Apeligeba’s ministry could not have
been what it ended up being, but for the
irreplaceable presence of his dearest Miriam,
made evident in the children God blessed them.

Samuel’s biography, “The Making of a Disciple”
was launched at the ECG Church at Maamobi,
Accra in may 2019. His book was written out of a
concern for todays emerging leaders. He identifies many issues that deserve our attention. But
there is one thing he doesn’t make explicit in his
own words which was a key to his effectiveness
in ministry. He writes as pastor to those who
would be pastors; a disciple to those who would
be disciples but he was more than a disciple or a
pastor or church leader.

Samuel Apeligeba went home to be with the
Lord on 8th October 2020 at the age of 70. Just
like the Apostle Paul, Rev Apeligeba can also
truly say, “I have fought the good fight, I have
finished the race, I have kept the faith. Now there
is in store for me the crown of righteousness,
which the Lord, the righteous Judge, will award
to me on that day--and not only to me, but also to
all who have longed for his appearing”. (2 Timothy 4:7-8).

Ross Campbell makes this final observation: “I
am sad to see Apeligeba leave us when he had so
much we could have learnt from him. He was
non-literate from a traditional back ground.
We tend to see illiteracy and lack of a formal
education as a disqualification from ministry. But
from Apeligeba’s case I see it can be a blessing in
disguise so far as it opens up and sharpens ones
powers of observation and ability to quickly
learn and effectively communicate in different
languages. Even when exposed to formal education later in life these unique abilities remained
and reflect in much practical wisdom etc. This
was certainly true of Apeligeba.

Editors note: After 42 years of fruitful missions work,
the Leadership of GEMA has decided to honour the
legacy and memory of this true gallant soldier of the
Cross with a”posthumous“Lifetime of Service Award”.
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THE STORY OF

CHRISTIAN
OUTREACH
FELLOWSHIP
– Ghana’s first indigenous Mission Agency

A

t a Scripture Union Easter House Party
at the Presbyterian Women’s Training
College at Aburi in 1974, the course of
Evangelisation in Ghana took another
dimension. Christian Church leaders met and on
this historical occasion realised that something
drastic had to be done if the people of Ghana were
ever to be reached for Christ. From this meeting
came the idea of a Ghanaian missionary sending
fellowship that would reach out everywhere in
the country and evangelise the unreached people of Ghana and beyond. In 1975 this vision was
realised through the formation of the Christian
Outreach Fellowship.
What forcefully propelled them to take a definite
action during the 1974 Easter House Party was
the result of Bible Studies discussions they had.
The story of the four lepers in the Old Testament
was very instructive to them especially the words
of the four lepers “we shouldn’t be doing this! We
have good news and shouldn’t keep it to ourselves”. According to the founders, those words
drove home to them their sin and lack of love for
their unsaved brothers and sisters in Ghana.
They applied the truth of the scripture to themselves and said that they who had received the
good news of salvation in Christ should share it
with those who have not received the good news
yet. According to them the call for action was
clear, inescapable, and urgent. They inferred that
they were a generation of Christians who were
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products of the missionary outreach of Europeans
and Americans initiated in the nineteenth century. They realised that they were the ones who
should be God’s instruments to complete His work
in Ghana. They recognized that the mantle was
on their shoulders to take the gospel of Christ to
their brothers and sisters in the unevangelised and
unchurched communities.”
Two committees, the Accra Working Committee,
and the Kumasi Working Committee were formed
to articulate those ideas and concerns with the
view of formalising the formation of a missionary
society. The Accra Working Committee had Mr. William Ofori Atta as its chairman and Rev. Dr. Grau,
Rev. Peter Barker, Mr. James Binka, Rev. Tei-Kwabla,
Prof. Kwamina Bentsil Enchill, Miss Selassie Sawyer,
Miss Juliana Amo Addae (later Mrs. Senavoe), and
Mr. Ransford Senavoe as the core members
The Kumasi Working Committee had the following as its members. Dr. Nathaniel Sodzi as chairman, Dr. Sam Adjei, Mr. N.O. Henaku, Mr. Bill Chapman, Mr. Victor Kpodo, Mr. Ross Campbell, Mr. Felix
Maafo, Mr. H.NA, Wellington, Mr. Isaac Ababio, Dr.
D.O. Gyane, Mr. J.N. Okyere, Rev. Kleinsasser and
Rev. E. H, Brew Riverson as members. By the following year (1975) a constitution drawn by Rev. Dr.
E Grau, with some modifications suggested by the
joint-working committees, was accepted.
On the afternoon of 29 March 1975 during another Easter House Party held in Kumasi, Christian

Outreach Fellowship was inaugurated.
The inaugural ceremony was officiated by Dr. D.O.
Gyane and Dr. Nathaniel Sodzi.

KEY PEOPLE BEHIND COF

William Ofori Atta was one of the sons of Nana
Sir Ofori Atta, the Paramount Chief of Akim Abuakwa. Paa Willie as he was popularly called was a
nephew of Dr. J. B. Danquah, popularly acclaimed
as the doyen of Gold Coast politics.

As a die-hard democrat, he often clashed with
autocratic and military regimes and served five
terms as a political prisoner. One of his imprisonments was in 1964 during the regime of Kwame
Nkrumah under the Preventive Detention Act.

Before 1974, the concept of missions was
alien to the Ghanaian churches and Christians. Before then, sending the gospel to
the remote and unevangelised areas in
Ghana remained the preserve of Western
mission agencies and missionaries.
His only reading material in prison was a Bible.
Reading the Bible with critical legal eyes he came
to the certain conclusion that the Bible was the
absolute truth and everything else paled by comparison to it? He was born again at the age of 54.
Paa Willie’s late conversion transformed him into a
twentieth-century Paul. His release from prison after the 1966 coup d’etat marked the beginning of
a remarkable career as an evangelist and Christian
leader that spanned for twenty-four years”.

Paa Willie was an economist, teacher, politician,
and lawyer before coming to know Christ as his
Lord and Saviour. He was a founding member of
the United Gold Coast Convention after his undergraduate studies in the United Kingdom. He was
later to be immortalized as one of the illustrious
Big Six.

At the age of sixty-four Paa Willie was at the
Scripture Union Easter House Party with men and
women who only qualified to be his children when
the vision to form an indigenous missionary organization was born. He became one of the Trustees
and chairman.
Paa Willie’s humility and passion for evangelism
and for that matter the C.O.F. vision informed his
decision to step in to accept the position of Field
Director when others were reluctant to assume
that responsibility. He worked tirelessly creating
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mission awareness, surveying the mission field,
and mobilizing prayer support by forming C.O.F.
core groups until his retirement in 1987 at the age
of 77. Paa Willie died the following year 1988 at
the age of 78.
Isaac Ababio came to Christ as a student at
Accra Academy. And later at the Kwame Nkrumah
University of Science and Technology, Kumasi,
he was drawn into evangelism to reach out to
surrounding villages. After attending the Berlin
Congress on Evangelism, he decided to devote his
full-time to this work. After studies at the Melbourne Bible Institute in Australia, he taught in
Papua New Guinea. He returned to Ghana in 1974
and participated in the Easter House Party at Aburi
that saw the birth of C.O.F.
Isaac was the founder of the Hour of Visitation
Evangelistic Association (HOVCEA). He was one
of the pioneer teachers at the Christian Service
College and the first to be offered the responsibility of Field Director of CO.F. in 1975 during the first
Council Meeting.
Dr. Nathaniel Sodzi did his Postgraduate studies at Birmingham in the United Kingdom where
he was chosen as the president of the Christian
Union in the year 1963-64. From 1965 he taught
electrical engineering at the Kwame Nkrumah
University of Science and Technology. He also
completed his doctorate degree at Birmingham.
At the University campus where he taught,
Dr. Sodzi and other Christian intellectuals of the
Scripture Union background often met to discuss
and pray about the evangelisation of Ghana and
beyond. It was with this burden that he went to
the Scripture Union Easter House Party in 1974
which culminated in the formation of C.O.F. to carry the gospel to the unreached. Dr. Sodziwas the
second trusteewhen the constitution of COF was
promulgated in1975. He was the Chairman of the
Kumasi Working committee which did preparatory work on the formation of C.O.F. He eventually
became the elected Vice-Chairman of C.O.F. during
the maiden Annual General Meeting in 1975.
Ransford Senavoe had been secretary of the
Scripture Union group at Amedzofe Training College in 1961-62. When he taught at Oda Secondary School, he was Patron of the Scripture Union
group, besides starting three other groups as well
as the Oda Town Fellowship.” After his studies at
the Oklahoma Baptist University in the United
States of America, he returned to serve as Scripture Union Travelling Secretary in 1974. Ransford
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This vision was achieved through the
Ghana Evangelism Committee, with
Ross Campbell as the director. When
Ross, a co-founder of C.O.F. decided to
embark on a national survey in 1986 he
got the full support of C.O.F
was one of the founders of C.O.F. and was the first
Secretary of the Fellowship. He was also appointed as the convener of the Committee for prayer
and Retreats. In 1976, Ransford married Juliana
Amo-Addae an ardent Christian and together
they pursued further studies at Fuller Theological
Seminary and returned in 1979 to teach at the
Christian Service College, Kumasi. Julie was also
very actively involved in the formation of CO.F. She
was co-responsible for preparing the way for the
formation of CO.F. Ransford died in 1990 while
Juliana passed away in August 2004.
Madam Regina Addae, fondly called “Mama
Regina” with her late husband Professor Kwamina
Bentsi-Enchill were co-founders of C.O.F. The first
meetings of C.O.F. were held in the home of the
couple and at the Apra House that belonged to
Auntie Regina. She was appointed the first Trustee
of C.O.F. when the constitution came into being
in 1975. She paid for the rent of Isaac Ababio
when he was appointed the Field Director and
donated property at Kitase to C.O.F. to be used
as a guest house and also a retreat centre. In her
90’s, she is currently running a ministry known as
Christian Women in Leadership, which undertakes
prayer retreats and also trains young women in
income-generating skills.
Dr. D.O. Gyane, son of a Kwahu trader, qualified as
a Pharmacist from the Kwame Nkrumah University
of Science and Technology in 1966. After his
doctoral studies at Strathclyde University in
Scotland, he returned to his alma mater to teach.
Dr. Gyane was involved in the University Students’
All For Christ Campaigns. One of such which took
place in Nkwatia his hometown proved to be a
landmark. The students’ expectations of special
blessings in the Holy Spirit were amply fulfilled
as one after another spoke in tongues and some
prophesied. Thus Dr. Gyane with his compatriots
on the KNUST campus were burdened by the
total evangelisation of Ghana and began doing
something about it in their own small way. It was
with this burden that he went to the Scripture
Union Easter House Party where they were further
challenged about that need that culminated in the
formation of C.O.F.

He was appointed as the fourth trustee and
also elected as a Council Member during the
maiden Annual General Meeting in 1975.
During the maiden Annual General Meeting, the
first officers of the fellowship were elected as follows: Mr. William Ofori Atta - chairman unopposed,
Dr. Nathaniel Sodzi -vice-chairman unopposed,
Mr. Felix Marfo - Treasurer, Mr. Ransford Senavoe
- Secretary. Other members included Mr. Isaac
Ababio, Mr. T.B. Dankwa, Miss Mary Osei, Mr. Yaw
Oppong. Mr. Ross Campbell, Mr. James Binka, and
Mr. Donald Theobold. The AGM also suggested Mr.
Felix Sakyi and Mr. R.B. Perbi as auditors.

AIMS AND ACTIVITIES OF C.O.F.

In their inaugural speeches delivered at the Scripture Union Easter House Party in Kumasi on 29th
March 1975, Dr. Sodzi outlined the aims, activities,
and expected outcomes of the Christian Outreach
Fellowship as follows:
1. Creation of Missions Awareness: According
to the founders, C.O.F. would be responsible to
whip up missionary interest for believers who are
burdened to take the Good News of Jesus Christ to
the unreached. They re-echoed the general lack of
missionary awareness and involvement by Ghanaian Christians in actual missionary work. To them,
Christian Outreach Fellowship should exist to
correct this phenomenon. It was agreed that Paa
Willie should travel across the length and breadth
of Ghana especially the major cities and towns
to meet with Christians to sensitise them about
the vision of Christian missions. He succeeded in
forming Core Groups in Towns like Ho, Winneba,
Cape Coast. Takoradi, and Kumasi, etc, where
Christians met to discuss missions and to pray for
the same. It was through his travels that he met a
young man Philemon Bansa who decided to offer
himself for service and later became a missionary.
He was sponsored by the Winneba Core Group to
undertake Biblical Studies at the Christian
Service College. It was as a result of this that a
large mailing list consisting of Businessmen,
Professionals, Politicians, Office Workers, and

“Some lost their lives in the line of duty
and others lost their loved ones on the
mission fields as they laboured in the
King’s service. But their temporary loss
has brought gain to the Kingdom of
God”

Farmers were compiled which is being updated
from time to time and new members are added.
2. Data Collation And Dissemination of Information: They also said that C.O.F. would commit
itself to research and the dissemination of useful
information for the promotion of missionary work
so that Christians would be awakened to the need
of surveying the regions, districts, towns, and
villages to identify areas in Ghana which are
unevangelised and unreached.
This vision was achieved through the Ghana
Evangelism Committee, with Ross Campbell as the
director. When Ross, a co-founder of C.O.F. decided
to embark on a national survey in 1986 he got the
full support of C.O.F. When the work started in the
Brong Ahafo Region, Paa Willie was part of it.” By
1989 a church survey on Ghana had been
completed and a National Conference of Church
Leaders was convened and the information was
shared. That exercise woke most churches up to
catch some fresh vision for evangelism and
missions culminating in the formation of mono-ethnic churches for unreached northerners
in the south by major denominational churches
including the Presbyterian Church, the Methodist
Church, and the Church of Pentecost.
3. Mobilisation of Missionaries: It was said
that Christian Outreach Fellowship would exist
to mobilise Christians who feel called to full-time
missionary service to offer themselves for resident
service among unreached communities. They
cited the problem and lack of direction of many
young and enthusiastic freelance evangelists in
Ghana as the need for the formation of Christian Outreach Fellowship. They said this group
of Christians needed to be guided, trained, and
helped as much as possible since they understood
the culture and tradition of the Ghanaian people
and hence were better placed to communicate the
gospel to their people. Since its inception, COF has
ministered in 12 out of the 16 regions of Ghana.
The only regions COF’s ministry has not touched
directly are the Ashanti, Ahafo, Western and Central regions. COF has since the early 1980s when it
sent out its six pioneer missionaries namely, Evans
Atiamoah (Mafi Mission Field), Edith Larbi (Klonu),
Francis Kupoe and Anthony Kupoe (Chiana), Mary
Magdalene Adotey, (Tamale) and Joshua Aryee
(Ga Rural), the workforce has increased to over
two hundred full time and volunteer workers who
are serving the Lord in various ministry areas in
Ghana.
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Paa Willie’s son, Mr. Bernard Ofori-Atta
followed in his father’s steps to serve with COF.
He became the Executive Director and served
faithfully for many years and was succeeded by
Mr. Emmanuel Anukum-Dabson who is the current Executive Director.

ACHIEVEMENTS

The LORD has used C.O.F. to plant over 700 churches some of which have been handed over to
various church denominations. COF has worked
and still working among various people groups in
Ghana. Notable people groups that COF had engaged before include Ewe, Ga, and Brossa (Enchi,
Western North). Currently, COF is reaching out to
twenty people groups that include the Dagomba,
Konkomba, Mamprusi, Gonja, Tampulma, Wala,
Dagaaba, Kasem, Frafra, Builsa, and the Kusasi.
Others include the Jula, Fufulde, Ligbi, Kotokoli,
Birifor, Komba, Lobi, Kantosi, and Chala.
Apart from preaching the gospel, COF also engages in advocacy and social interventions to bring
relief and transformation to the communities the
workers’ ministered in.
There is no doubt to the fact that the advocacy
that emerged in the late 1980s and early 1990s
that culminated in the abolition of the obnoxious
Trokosi system was as a result of what was witnessed and reported by COF missionaries, Edith
Larbi and Evans Atiamoah in the Agave and Mafi
mission fields respectively in the Volta region. The
collaborative work by COF, International Needs,
and later governmental agencies led to the banning of the Trokosi system. It must be noted that
it was through one of the collaborative travels
that Evans was involved in a motor accident at the
Tetteh Quarshie interchange and lost his life.
COF has engaged communities in the Komba
area in the Gushiegu district to change the beliefs
and attitude towards old women who are often
accused of witchcraft. Women who were accused
of witchcraft and residing at the Nabuli ‘Witches
Camp’ were cared for to bring relief and dignity to
them.
A vocational school was founded in Nayoko near
Bawku to train and empower young women who
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would have been married off to older men owing
to economic pressures faced by their families.
Young men are equally benefitting from carpentry
and masonry training offered at the centre.
Basic schools were also started in Jangbarayili village and Kulorwurape in the Central Gonja district
of the Savannah region and also Dama Nkwanta
in the Pru West district in the Bono East region to
cater for the educational needs of the children and
prepare leaders in those communities for the next
generation.
In addition to the above-mentioned interventions,
COF has also offered economic empowerment
skills to women groups and offered microcredit
to the same people to bring economic transformation to families. Through bullock and plow
and animal husbandry projects, the volunteer
workers were resourced to enable them to obtain
some form of income for their families while the
engaged in the work of ministry.

CONCLUSION

Before 1974, the concept of missions was alien
to the Ghanaian churches and Christians. Before
then, sending the gospel to the remote and unevangelised areas in Ghana remained the preserve
of Western mission agencies and missionaries.
However, following the birth of COF, an indigenous ministry, the narrative has changed. The
vision and passion of Ghanaian young men and
women were awakened to send the gospel to the
unreached and unengaged people in remote and
deprived areas of Ghana. They have suffered physically, emotionally, economically as they offered
themselves for this glorious task.
Some lost their lives in the line of duty and others
lost their loved ones on the mission fields as they
laboured in the King’s service. But their temporary
loss has brought gain to the Kingdom of God.
Many souls were saved and many churches have
been planted and lives have been transformed as
converts forsook their idols and renounced evil
habits of drunkenness etc and embraced discipleship lessons that have restored once lost dignity to
themselves, their families, and communities. Glory
be to God!

AGENTS FOR
HIS APPEAL
By Rachel Thompson

A

ll this is from God, who reconciled us to Himself through
Christ and gave us the ministry of reconciliation… We
are therefore Christ’s ambassadors, as though God were
making His appeal through us.
2 CORINTHIANS 5:15-20

“ ...but the
Great
Commission is
more than just
a calling. It’s
also a gift. It’s
God’s gracious
way of allowing
us to
participate in
the most
amazing and
epic story
ever...”

Each of us lives in a little world of our own, filled with the people we know and interact with daily. But take
a step back with me for a few minutes. Let’s remind ourselves of the bigger picture. Currently, there are over
seven billion people worldwide living in over 200 countries and speaking nearly 7,000 different languages!

How will the
4.5 billion and
more learn
that they must
call on the
name of Jesus
and be saved?

David Platt, the author of Radical, points out that roughly one-third of these people
claim to be Christian, though many from only a cultural or political standpoint. At the
very, very least, that leaves 4.5 billion people who remain estranged by sin from the
God who created them. Without Christ, the Bible says they face eternity in a place
called a “lake of fire” (Revelation 20:15).Could there be a heavier thought? A more
unsettling truth? A more staggering reality?

Some of these people are in our close spheres: our neighbors, our friends, our family. Others are people
we’ve never met who live halfway across the world. God loved them all so much that He sent His only Son
as a sacrifice for their sins, offering eternal life to any who would believe in Him (John 3:16).
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He sent
His only
Son as a
sacrifice
for their
sins, offering eternal
life to any
who would
believe in
Him.
But how will they know the message of John 3:16?
How will they hear about this glorious gospel? How
will the 4.5 billion and more learn that they must
call on the name of Jesus and be saved?
In 2 Corinthians 5:20, we find the answer to this
question: ordinary Christ-followers like you and I
need to tell them! “We are therefore Christ’s
ambassadors, as though God were making His
appealthrough us.”
Those of us who, by God’s grace, have been rescued from the “dominion of darkness” and brought
into the “kingdom of light” have been tasked with
the job of sharing the good news of His salvation
with the world (Colossians 1:12-13).
We’ve been given the ministry of reconciling lost
people to God! “As the Father has sent me, I am
sending you” (John 20:21). “But you will receive
power when the Holy Spirit comes on you, and you
will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, and Judea and
Samaria, and to the ends of the earth” (Acts 1:18).
“Therefore go and make disciples of all nations,
baptizing them in the name of the Father and of
the Son and of the Holy Spirit…” (Matthew 28:19).
It couldn’t be more clear that Jesus gave us this
“Great Commission,” as it is often called. It’s not
an optional add-on to the Christian life, but a lens
through which we are to see our very existence.
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A political ambassador lives in a foreign country
with a crystal clear understanding of why he is
there and whom he is representing. We are to live
in this world in much the same way – not as people
who feel at home here, but as those from another
kingdom, living to be its
“As the
fragrance and inviting others
Father has
into its citizenship.That is our
sent me, I
calling!

am sending

But the Great Commission is
you”
more than just a calling. It’s also a gift. It’s God’s
gracious way of allowing us to participate in the
most amazing and epic story ever – a story still
heading for its historic climax, when people from
every tribe and tongue on earth will be gathered
around God’s thronein Heaven declaring Him to
be the Lamb of God, the King of Kings and Lord of
Lords! It is the most joyful
thingwe could ever be a part of!
Rachel Thompson is Communications Director of
OneWay Ministries, an International Missions
Organisation she co-founded with her husband
Michael. Rachel becomes writing for the Voice
of Missions in 1998 and is currently one of our
Contributing Editors. She loves Jesus and loves
writing as well as mobilizing women for missions.
This article is an excerpt from her book –“Letters To
Erin- Calling a generation of young women to give
God everything”.

THE FORGOTTEN ONES;

MUSINGS OF
AN MK.

By Ophilia Nartey

Editors Note: This article is an excerpt from an article under the same headline to be published soon in the
Ghana Missions Handbook.

M

issions is said to be “the heartbeat of
God”. In Matthew 28:19-20, Jesus gave His
disciples the great commission.
He told them, “Go ye therefore and teach all
nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost:
Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever
I have commanded you: and, lo, I am with you
always, even unto the end of the world. Amen”.
Missionaries have emerged in obedience to
this command. The Apostles were the earliest
missionaries. The need for more labourers to
spread the Gospel to countries and continents
meant more missionaries.

Missionaries in the discharge of their duties
spend many years on missionary journeys and
they need their immediate families to reduce
incidences of loneliness and
depression.
Missionary kids, or MKs for short, will have to
move along with their parents to
whichever mission field God leads them to.
According to US sociologist in the 1950s, Ruth
Hill Useem, Third Culture Kids are children who
spend their formative years in places that are
not their parents’ homeland, raised in a culture
other than their parents’ or the culture of their
country of nationality, and also live in a different
www.gemagh.org
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environment during a significant part of their
child development years. They include Missionary Kids, military children, children of diplomats,
among
others.
Missionary Kids are exposed to a greater
volume and variety of cultural influences than
those who grow up in one particular cultural
setting.

“Go ye therefore
and teach
all
MKs are important members
of the missionary
team. Some are born on the mission field, others not. But
most spend their
formative years
nations,
baptizing
on the mission fields.
They get involved
in their
parents’
ministry
from
them
in
the
name
a tender age, mostly with no choice. Due to
this, most missionary kids do not
of the Father, and
remember specifically when they came to
Christ. There is no dramatic “come to Jesus”
moment. of the Son, and of
Though MKs are part of the mission team, they
thehaveHoly
Ghost...”
really don’t
an identity
of their own and
in many cases are not recognized. They grapple with lots of thoughts with most resonating
amongst them. Some of their experiences are
confounding. They have their own special share
of the missions’ story.

A 13year old MK had this to say, “The most
embarrassing moment for me as an MK
was going to a church in my “brand new
clothes” only to hear a child ask another if that
wasn’this clothes.”
Even though missionary kids grow up in a
Christian atmosphere, it’s not uncommon for
them to struggle with their faith. When it comes
to
reaching the lost, few people think of missionary kids. After all, their parents are the ultimate
Christians, right? The MK status as super Christian offspring can be exactly what hinders them
from becoming devout believers themselves.
They’ve gotten used to burying things because
it looks bad for their family if they’re obviously
having a problem with something. And what
could look worse than an MK having doubts
about God? When MKs struggle with their faith,
many would rather pretend than reach out for
help. “Growing up on a mission field and seeing the sufferings of some people, I had lots
of questions about God. Was He real, does He
really love everyone? If He did, I wasn’t seeing it
that well.
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I stopped believing in God at a point but I kept
up the religiosity because I didn’t want my parents to know. I just didn’t know how they’ll take
it. God reached out to me though in my early
20’s and my faith is stronger now due to that
experience”, said a 40year old MK.
“Losing my mother on the mission field made
me question the existence of God. If after all,
she was doing for God, He couldn’t answer our
prayers and keep her alive, He didn’t exist or
love my family. I couldn’t tell anyone how I felt,
most especially not my dad. It was years later
after I had rebelled and walked away from the
Christian faith, proclaiming myself an atheist,
that God made me see the clear picture and I
realized He loved me and had my
family’s best interest at heart.
I’m now a missionary myself and God keeps
showing me the bigger picture as I walk closely
with Him each day”, another MK, 34years old,
said.
“I know firsthand, how easy it is for MKs to
fall away from the faith. I’ve also seen the
statistics. So that’s the thing I pray most, that
they’ll be rooted and established and be able
to weather the storms that are coming without
giving up their faith”, an MK, now missionary
said.
Growing up in a different country or different
countries also becomes a trauma for MKs as
they feel quite like not belonging anywhere and
may not feel at home thereby having difficulty
fitting in. A 16year old MK said,
“We’re often given an extra title whenever we’re
introduced as the kid who grew up in that country or village” or “the child of this missionary”.
Sometimes, all we want is to feel normal, to feel
we belong, not a specimen on a show especially when we return to our sending church”.

“...most missionary
kids do not remember
specifically when they
came to Christ. There
is no dramatic “come
to Jesus” moment.

“Was He real, does He
really love everyone? If
He did, I wasn’t seeing
it that well”
The culture-shock sometimes is extremely
great. The MK has to accept or at least tolerate
different ways and customs and be willing to
adapt.
Language may also be a problem. A 26year old
MK who was asked why he couldn’t speak his
native language said, “learning new languages
every time our parents move makes it difficult
to learn our native language. I can speak 5 different languages fluently, but I’m now trying to
learn my native language”. Most MKs are fluent
in several different languages but cannot speak
a word of their mother-tongue. Being able to
cope with a new environment and culture is a
great challenge to the MK.
“It took two years for me to realize my parents
had no plans of returning to our home country
anytime soon and I had a bad attitude for a
long time after that. I had no friends there and I
didn’t like the foods we were given.
I remember once rejecting the food I was given
by a boy who was trying to be my friend and
how the boy ran away crying. To my little mind, I
wasn’t a beggar.
But in his culture, I had insulted him in a great
way.
The differing culture was a lot to take in, but
after a while, I got used to it and didn’t want to
leave when my parents wanted to.” This was
from a 34year old MK.
When the question is asked, ‘will we follow in
our parents’ missionary footsteps?’, many MKs
will awkwardly stammer our way through an
answer before looking for the nearest exit.
We feel pressured to say ‘yes’, and inexplicably
guilty if we give an adamant ‘no’ but we also
know that a weak maybe just doesn’t cut it.
Traveling a lot and experiencing different cultures make some MKs adventurous and love
traveling. Some others though are just plain
tired of traveling and adventures. Also, living,
eating, and breathing missions for most parts

of our lives makes MKs either deeply interested
in missions or wanting to have nothing to do
with missions.
For those interested in missions, most of them
have no interest in serving on a mission field.
The majority just want to support missionaries
on the field because they believe they have a
better understanding of the needs of missionaries and their families.
The problem though is that when MKs interact with other missionaries or Christians, the
question of whether or not they want to be a
missionary almost always pops up.
“I’m tired of the looks I get when I say I don’t

“learning new
languages every time
our parents move
makes it difficult to
learn our native
language. I can speak
5 different languages
fluently, but I’m now
trying to learn my
native language”
www.gemagh.org
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want to be a missionary. I haven’t betrayed
God or my parents. No, I don’t have a reason
for wanting to be a doctor rather than being
a missionary. People find it difficult to understand that and they try to make me feel as if
I’m running away from God’s calling for me”,
said a 23year old MK.
A 17-year-old MK said, “I have no problem with
being a
missionary if God wants me to be one. I just
have a career I want to go into. I’m not running
away from missions.
Even now, professionals are needed more in
missions as they can easily enter into some
closed countries. God might use my career for
His work”.
An 18-year-old MK said, “you have every right
to ask us what careers we’re interested in, but,
please, try to avoid making us feel like missions are the only correct answer.
Every calling from God has dignity and purpose. You don’t need to add missions to the
future career question. If we truly do want to
go into ministry, do not doubt that we will tell
you!”.
Some MKs have no problem with short term
missions and even working administratively for
a missions’ organization.
Most just don’t want to be full-time missionaries on the mission fields.
In recent times though, most MKs are becoming missionaries and this is becoming a source
of encouragement to the
parent missionaries that their children are
taking over from them. Many are the stories of
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“Sometimes, all we
want is to feel normal,
to feel we belong,not a
specimen on a show”
especially when we
return to our sending
church”.
African MKs but these are few for your perusal
so that you will pray and have a heart for missions and missionaries.
The work is great. Missionaries are going
through tough situations and their children are
not left out. MKs also have their story to share.
Missionary Kids are an active force of the
mission team. They need to be understood and
there is the necessity for keen attention and
care with warm guidance.
When praying for missions and missionaries,
don’t forget to say a word of prayer for their
children. Pray that they’ll be deeply rooted in
their faith, and won’t stray from God. Aside
from praying, you can also encourage them and
support them in any way you can.
Ophilia Nartey is a Missionary Kid (MK) who interacts
with lots of African MKs across the globe. A graduate
of the University of Ghana, Ophelia is a prolific writer
who recently joined the Voice of Mission Team.

THE

‘LUKE
10
TRIP’
THAT NEVER ENDED
By Saviour T. H. Daitey and Alvin K. Baidoo

“These were his instructions to them: The
harvest is great, but the workers are few. So
pray to the Lord who is in charge of the harvest; ask him to send more workers into his
fields. Now go, and remember that I am sending you out as lambs among wolves.” Luke
10:2-3

W

e searched, we prayed, and got ready to move.
On February 12, 2020, we set off by bus for
the Gambia. Basically, to scout the Mandinka
people group of The Gambia and the Fula
Jalons of Sierra Leone respectively— we have
been praying for them for a while and had hope that the scouting
would lead to future mission work amongst these people groups.
It took a dramatic trip through Burkina Faso, spent two nights on
the streets of Mali, and spent several hours crisscrossing Senegal
before finally seeing the clear skies of the Smiling Coast of Africa,
the Gambia, in the early hours of February 18, 2020.
We had planned to spend two weeks finding people of peace for
immediate Discovery Bible Studies (DBS), talking to missionaries
and church leaders for possible partnerships and Disciple Making
Movement (DMM) training, and proceeded to Sierra Leone for
the same task. Then head back to Yagaba, Northern Ghana, our
official service field by the first week of April. Little did we know
that God was grandly weaving it all for His glory.
Now hosted by the Great Commission Movement of the Gambia,
(GCMG), we started our evangelism activities with their campus
team. We actively and intentionally reached out to university
and college students on daily basis and focused also on finding
persons of peace amongst them. At least there was no language
barrier in this student environment.
It was fun to do that every day. Yeah, fun— from encounters with
cynical Muslim polemics against Christianity, to skeptical Mus-
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gift of His ministry of reconciliation and the opportunity to proclaim His saving grace in Islamized
communities and villages in the region. One more
person came to faith in Christ Jesus in a DBS meeting before our two-week stay in Basse would end.
As we were about to head back to the city, we sensed
that we were not going to travel to Sierra Leone that
week but the Lord didn’t immediately tell us what
the reason was. It was towards mid-March and the
COVID-19 pandemic had not yet made major headlines in West Africa. We kept praying, saw cheaper
flight tickets available but our multiple attempts to
book, all failed for one reason or another.
By the end of March, we saw the cheapest tickets
ever and as close as we got to laying hands on them
to fly in the first week of April, the pandemic would
hit the region and borders would begin to close for
all commercial flights. It was as if we had the last
flight but God said, “We’ve got work to do sons”.
Absolute peace flooded our hearts and He reminded
us again, “Stay with me, not too fast or too slow. Just
go at my pace.” The trip is not over.
By this time we knew, we would stay for a little bit
longer and we needed to ask the Holy Spirit what
next for the pandemic— we don’t want the pandemic to determine what we do but He determines what
we do. How do we evangelistically keep in touch
with people? How do we make good use of the lockdown periods for the purpose of discipleship?
lims seeking secretly, to those starting DBS groups
until someone betrays them to stop and to those
who would continue to discuss with us openly or
secretly and continue (till date) to receive Christian
materials (evangelistic videos) from us. At least what
it looks like for us to be disciple-makers in the Gambia would begin with the campuses —we already got
a fair idea of the Gambian field and we were ready to
roll and enjoy the power and sweet fellowship of the
Holy Spirit.
It was now time to experience rural ministry in the
Gambia. We traveled several hours to the far east
“to journey” with two of GCMG’s passionate and
faithful church planters and disciple-makers in Basse
Santa Su. *Uncle KB and Auntie Toulie (not real
names for security reasons) both came from Muslim
backgrounds who, as though they had been born at
the wrong time, also saw the Lord through miraculous encounters. We were more than glad to journey
with them from village to village, fellowship with
their home churches and share DBS with them, dine
with them, pray with them, hear amazing stories
from one another, and thank God together for the
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He gave us the insight, an amazing idea of putting
the DBS principles into easy and user-friendly animation videos to continue to reach individuals and
families in their homes. We discovered our digital
evangelism gift right here. Today, these explainer-animation disciple-making videos are seen and
shared near and far— mainly in the Gambia, Senegal, Ghana, and Uganda. A lot of people are involved
in sharing these videos with those they’re also
discipling and we really appreciate their partnership
to digitally reach the lost. The “Creation to Christ”
series, a chronological study journeying through the
creation story to Jesus’ ministry, has been the longest
project we worked on during this unusual season.
“The videos are easy to understand and brought
memories of some Bible stories he had heard in
primary school,” a Muslim friend shares.
We have also been blessed to run a few DMM
training— for one Mandinka family and two other groups. All of a sudden we could also bring in
our digital evangelism ideas to help a few others in
GCMG to actively engage people with their devices.

We felt really honoured to be part of that well-received training.
Through our active preaching of the gospel when
the lockdown restrictions were relaxed, the Lord
has blessed our labour with a couple of discipleship
discovery groups, baptisms, and few others to coach
and mentor on regular basis. This is why we always
believe and clench to the fact that we are not men
working out our plans and strategies and are inviting God to be part of it. It is God Who is systematically and strategically at work in The Gambia and
has invited us to be part of what He is doing and to
journey along with Him. We feel extremely honoured to be part of it all.
Few Testimonies
Over the past months, we have been encouraged
with various testimonies ranging from God’s provisions to His deliverance for people we are engaged
with, to miraculous encounters, etc. Here are a
couple of them below:
•“There’s something that runs in my heart anytime
I see you guys, which you will not understand”.—
Aliu testifies. Our response: “It is Jesus who makes
us who we are.” Aliu accepted Christ that day and
agreed to have a secret baptism before traveling to
Senegal the following day. “Giving me a copy of the
New Testament is one of the greatest things anyone
has done for me,” Aliu joyfully appreciated.
•In another village, with Pastor Alex (formerly
Alhassan), a former Muslim, we encountered a
young learned man, Lamin. He was actually debating with another person about the deity of Jesus
Christ when we met him. After he had given us
the chance to talk, he would interrupt a few times
to make a comment or refutation. But at a point,
he just stopped and said, “You are angels of God.
Your faces are shining. I know God sent you to me”.
Recently, in another meeting with Lamin, being the
third time in about three months, Lamin accepted
Christ. He told us that he believes the Holy Spirit is
working in him. Lamin agreed to be baptised later
on.

morning. After trying the little we could, we
decided to play a Bible passage in the Mandinka
language for him. We got one boy to interpret. And
with that opportunity, knowing that, Mohammed
works from Monday to Saturday and closes late
at night, we knew we had to make use of the visit.
He believed the gospel message. And when he was
asked, he said that, if it’s fine with us, he could be
baptised the same day. This was after briefly explaining baptism and its significance to him. It was
at the beach ready for his baptism that a dream
he had the previous night would begin to unfold.
“I saw a dream of you guys the night before. You
took me somewhere to pray with me and the whole
place was very bright,” he recounted. A dream that
would assure Mohammad that we knew of a path
that he needed to follow which was why he needed
to come see us immediately. When Mohammad got
out of the water, in a careful baptism ceremony at
the beach, he told us through the boy who interpreted for us that, he would like his whole family
to become Christians. He now joins us for a home
fellowship on a weekly basis.
The Lord keeps encouraging us with testimonies. In
as much as we have had a good stay in the Gambia,
it’s our hope that we bear lasting fruits even after we
have left. On several occasions, we were received
and we proclaimed the peace and the Kingdom
of God. On other occasions, we were rejected, the
wolves gnashed their teeth against us and stopped
others from listening to our message, yet we warned
and moved on. So the Luke 10 trip still continues.
It’s not over yet because the harvest is still ongoing.
“But if a town refuses to welcome you, go out
into its streets and say, `We wipe even the dust
of your town from our feet to show that we have
abandoned you to your fate. And know this—the
Kingdom of God is near!’”— Luke 10:10-11

•Being inspired by missionary stories like one told
by Jerry Trousdale, in his book, Miraculous Movement, about a man who had been waiting under a
tree since morning just to meet a missionary whom
he had met in a dream, we also have been praying
and waiting for unique miraculous encounters. And
just recently, one man we have been trying to reach,
but almost gave up on because of language barriers
and his unavailability, came to our house early one
www.gemagh.org
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BEDAWI BEJA IN

SUDAN
Photo Credit: Joshua Project

Audio Bible: No (Story of Jesus/ Bible
Teaching)

T

he Bedawi Beja people in East Africa
have their homeland in Sudan. They
are a Frontiers People Group (FPG)
with no clear “evidence of a self-sustaining gospel movement”.
They are herder and agriculturalists who
are
scattered across the desert regions
of Sudan, Egypt, and Eritrea.
Population: 2,428,000
Main Religion: Islam (97.00%)
% Christianity: 0.00%
% Evangelical: 0.00%
Main Language: Bedawiyet
Bible: Yes (NT and Portions of the Bible)
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Jesus Film: Yes
Please, Pray …
1. Pray that God will send more workers
to specifically focus on the Bedawi people.
2. Pray that the Bedawi people will be exposed to the gospel in different ways that
will bring them to salvation.
3. Pray that the force of Islam would be
broken over the Bedawi people.
4. Pray for more indigenous Christians
to respond to the call to reach their own
people.
5. Ask that God will touch key leaders and
family heads of the Bedawit people so
that through them, other members can
come to faith.

GONJA OF

GHANA

T

he Gonja people are mainly found
in the northern part of Ghana
and the Savannah Region is their
mainland. 				
Though some communities remain
resistant to the gospel, there is a significant presence of the church among the
Gonja, especially in Damango, Daboya,
Buipe, Bole, and Salaga. Ethnic religion is
also deeply rooted in the life of the Gonja
people as 38% of the people are adherents.
Population: 377, 000
Main Religion: Islam
% Christianity: 4.00%
% Evangelical: 0.50%
Main Language: Gonja
Bible: Yes
Audio Bible: Yes
Jesus Film: Yes
Please, Pray …
1. Pray that the Spirit of God will prepare
their hearts to receive the gospel.
2. Pray that God will remove the veil and
scales of deceit that hinder them from
embracing the truth of the gospel.
3. Pray for more workers to be sent to
share the gospel with the Gonja people in
context-appropriate ways.
4. Pray that the Lord will break the
stronghold of Islam over the Gonja people.

Photo Credit: Joshua Project
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